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is to provide funding without diverting resources from the

millions of people affected by other emergencies. 

We also know from our experience of working in dozens 

of conflicts that what civilians in wars need is not primarily

money. It is peace. Until peace is possible, however, ensur-

ing the protection of civilians is crucial. All governments

have duties under international humanitarian law to protect

civilians from the worst ravages of war, to allow them 

to live free from violence, coercion, and deprivation. 

Yet the international community is failing to provide that

protection for most children, women, and men caught up 

in today’s conflicts.

There is no one-size-fits-all action to protect civilians, but

international engagement is critical. There is a range of

actions that the international community must pursue more

consistently. Strong diplomatic pressure will be required at

times for the difficult negotiations to secure access for civil-

ians to humanitarian aid behind the lines of fire. In extreme

cases, it may be necessary to contribute troops to a UN-man-

dated mission to enforce a ceasefire and to protect civilians.

In all cases, states must act to prevent the supply of arms

from fuelling conflicts or contributing to the abuse of 

human rights. 

The UN Security Council, and particularly the five perma-

nent members, has a critical responsibility to safeguard inter-

national peace and security. Their duty is not only to tackle

the greatest threats to the industrialized world, but also to

uphold international law to protect the lives and dignity of all

civilians suffering in some 42 violent conflicts around the

world. They are falling far short of this goal. 

Since the atrocities of September 11th 2001, the leaders of

the major international powers have been focused upon 

confronting what they perceive as the greatest threat to world

security: the combination of weapons of mass destruction

and international terrorism. At the 2003 G8 summit in

France, the leaders of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,

Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States agreed

that this combination posed the greatest current threat to

world security. 

Though those threats are very real, terror is nothing new for

millions of people caught up in the world’s seemingly

intractable conflicts. Rebels and governments alike have been

terrifying civilians for years in too many civil conflicts.

Oxfam and our partners already witness mass destruction:

from Sudan to Colombia, Liberia to Indonesia, millions of

people continue to be killed, raped, injured, or forced to flee

their homes. Gender, age, ethnicity and other factors are

associated with suffering in distinct ways. For example, men

are in danger of being killed or abducted for fighting, while

young girls can be kidnapped as labourers or sex slaves. 

For decades, these conflicts have caused much more death

and destruction than has terrorism. Since 2001, there have

been trends which may have made civilians even more 

vulnerable than before: 

1. Warring parties targeting civilians.

Direct attacks on civilians are part of the harsh reality of

most conflicts across the globe. From Liberia to Uganda,

Chechnya to Colombia, international humanitarian law is not

adequately upheld or enforced by the international communi-

ty, and the suffering of civilians continues unabated. The

attention given to the ‘war on terror’ threatens to eclipse this

suffering still further, as warring parties carry out their fight-

ing with impunity. And while recent US and UK-led military

operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have attempted to mini-

mize the negative impact of their actions on civilians, they

have, in Oxfam’s view, failed to uphold the highest standards

of international law designed to protect non-combatants. 

2. Substantial humanitarian aid for 
‘priority’ cases, very little for the rest.

Donor governments rapidly donated some US $2bn to post-

war Iraq. This represents about $74 per person in need. By

contrast, donors only gave $17 per person to the Democratic

Republic of Congo, and $7 per person to Indonesia. Looking

at the totals donated to emergencies, the difference is strik-

ing. The same donors that rapidly came up with the billions

for Iraq claim a shortage of funds when failing to respond to

the humanitarian appeals for Burundi, Guinea, and the

majority of other countries in crisis, although these appeals

are looking for just one per cent of the amount of money. 

3. Human rights considerations being 
overridden in the fight against terror.

In the year following September 11th 2001, the US govern-

ment requested some US$ 3.8bn in military aid from

Congress to 67 governments to support counter-terrorism,

although half of those governments were criticized by the US

State Department for their poor human rights records. 

4. The independence and impartiality of
humanitarian aid under threat.

A dangerous precedent is being set by moves by coalition

forces to use the military to distribute humanitarian relief in

parts of Iraq and Afghanistan. In addition, the draft EU con-

stitution dangerously entangles humanitarian aid with a

counter-terrorism agenda. In wars across the world, this

infringement of the space for impartial humanitarian action

could inhibit the distribution of humanitarian aid on the

basis of need. It could even result in aid agencies or the peo-

ple they assist being targeted for attack.

From our work around the world, Oxfam has observed the

high human cost as the international community abandons

civilians to struggle through conflict unaided. Oxfam believes

that it is time to refocus international attention on the con-

flicts that kill and impoverish millions of people year in, year

out; conflicts in most ways unrelated to the events since

2001. The international community currently responds to

these crises in an inconsistent way in terms of both political

and diplomatic commitment, and of humanitarian aid. 

Oxfam is calling for the UN Security Council and global leaders
to galvanise the entire international community to take action
more consistently, both to protect civilians and to ensure the
impartial delivery of humanitarian aid on the basis of need,
rather than political priority.

Nearly half of all the funds given by donor governments in

2002 to the UN’s twenty-five humanitarian appeals went to

just one country, Afghanistan – a desperately poor place but

one that was also top of the list of priorities in the ‘war on

terror.’ The remaining 24 countries had to struggle by on

what was left. This pattern of unequal funding recurs year

after year. While Oxfam is not advocating a reduction in

funding to any emergency where there is need, the challenge
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Executive Summary

The international community should reaffirm its commitment to the international humanitarian law that it has
signed up to. In particular, Oxfam calls for the following actions:
• The international community – led by the UN Security Council – must develop strategies to engage more consistently with
seemingly intractable conflicts to help protect civilians in neglected crises. All possible tools must be made available, including

intense diplomacy, support for the negotiation of access for humanitarian aid, and in extreme cases, the contribution of troops

to UN-led peacekeeping missions with strong mandates to protect civilians. In addition, governments and the UN should

implement new systematic procedures to ensure that they assess how to best protect vulnerable civilians in all crises. 

• Governments and warring parties must plan their military tactics to safeguard civilians. Any military action must distinguish

between military targets and civilians, and only direct attacks against the former. In any event, all precautions must be taken to

minimize harm to civilians, and force used must be proportionate to the military gains anticipated. All warring parties must

ensure that free passage is given to humanitarian aid throughout the conflict. All signatories to the Geneva Conventions have

an obligation to press others around the world to do the same. They must absolutely refrain from encouraging, tolerating, or

arming allies who are committing abuses.

• Donor governments must demonstrate that they are giving humanitarian aid based on need, not on political priority. They

must commit to consistent and adequate funding for all emergencies, with a particular emphasis on effectively funding 

neglected crises. In particular, they must take concrete steps to implement the plan of action from the June 2003 Good

Donorship conference, including support for the proposal to develop a system-wide analysis of risk and need as proposed by

the UK Overseas Development Institute. 

• Governments must at all times recognize and preserve the independent, impartial and civilian character of humanitarian aid.
In light of the changing political landscape brought on by the struggle against terrorism, this is critically important as the 

lines of responsibility between civilian humanitarian actors and those of the military are becoming blurred. In many cases the

protection of civilians, the access of communities to humanitarian aid, and the safety of humanitarian aid workers depend

upon preserving this distinction between civilians and the military.

• Governments must make increased, sustained, and equitable investment in addressing the causes of forced migration and
supporting durable solutions for refugees and asylum seekers. The EU must ensure that these efforts are not reserved for 

only those countries and regions that are currently the sources of large numbers of asylum seekers. The efforts of Western 

governments must focus on finding durable solutions for asylum seeking and refugee populations, rather than trying to shrug

off their existing commitments.

• Humanitarian agencies – NGOs, the ICRC, and the UN - must constantly strive for quality, accountability, and efficiency in their
actions to protect and assist civilians. Building on initiatives such as Sphere and the Humanitarian Accountability Project

(HAP), agencies must make concrete steps to ensure impartial delivery of humanitarian assistance, and increased accountabili-

ty towards the people they seek to assist. 
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Introduction

This Afghan woman is passing in front of wall paintings of landmines 

and grenades, which continue to maim and kill people in the country.

Suffering years of war, drought and international isolation, Afghanistan

was a neglected emergency before the events of September 11th.
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and Asia. Another 23m people live as internally 

displaced people.2

Only a tiny minority of these stories of human 

suffering have reached international newspapers 

or television; even fewer are discussed in debates

within the halls of governments to determine what

political action may be required to save lives. 

The vast majority of emergencies passed unnoticed

as the attention of the world’s media and politicians

remained focused upon terrorism and the situation

in Iraq. Millions of civilians continued to suffer

appalling atrocities and deprivation; millions have

died as a result. 

It is time to focus international action on the 

security of these civilians in neglected conflicts as

well as on the threats from international terrorism.

Governments are concerned with terrorism for the

same reason that the international community must

focus on protecting civilians caught in intractable

conflicts: because the lives and dignity of millions of

people depend upon it. All these threats to security

must be addressed, in a way that reinforces the

foundations of the international multilateral system

and upholds the international humanitarian law

designed to protect civilians. Failures in doing so to

date can be seen in a new tolerance of human rights

abuses and violations of humanitarian law and

refugee law by some allies in the struggle against

international terrorism. 

Since 2000, when Oxfam first raised concerns

about forgotten emergencies and the inequitable dis-

tribution of humanitarian aid by donors, very little

has changed.3 The international response to

humanitarian crises should be determined by need,

not by strategic interest or media coverage.

However, current levels of spending and 

engagement are not only far from adequate, they 

are also not distributed according to need. Donors

are increasingly giving only to their favoured crises

– earmarking aid for certain countries or projects.

With the ‘war on terror’ in the spotlight, and billions

of dollars being spent on that fight alone, there is an

even greater risk of an increase in the number of

neglected emergencies. 

Yet there have recently been some hopeful develop-

ments. Donors’ moves towards establishing

Principles of ‘Good Donorship’ are a start in

addressing these issues. So is the EU peacekeeping

force in the Democratic Republic of Congo,

Operation Artemis, the first such force outside 

of the wars in Europe. This is a decisive time, 

when positive steps could pull the international

community in the direction of its responsibilities

and obligations to protect civilians. Alternatively, 

in rushing to meet the demands of its current geo-

political agenda, the international community could

be carried away by bad practice, discrimination, 

and violations of international humanitarian law. 

Now, more than ever, nothing is good enough 

short of taking every possible step to protect 

civilians wherever and whenever they are in need. 

These steps should be taken through the UN to

enhance international order, rather than 

undermine it. 

Since the atrocities of September 11th 2001, the

leaders of the major international powers have been

focused upon confronting what they perceive as the

greatest threat to world security: the combination 

of weapons of mass destruction and international

terrorism. At the 2003 G8 summit in France, the

leaders of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,

Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States

agreed that this combination posed the greatest 

current threat to world security. 

Although those threats are very real, terror is noth-

ing new for millions of people caught up in the

world’s seemingly intractable conflicts. Rebels and

governments alike have been terrifying civilians for

years in too many civil conflicts. Oxfam and our

partners have witnessed mass destruction: from

Sudan to Colombia, from Liberia to Indonesia, 

millions of people continue to be killed, raped,

injured, or forced to flee as internally displaced 

people (IDPs) or as refugees. 

The President of the United States regularly assures

his public that the USA is winning the ‘war on 

terror’. For most people surviving in the world’s 

war zones, however, the international community is

losing that struggle. In 2002 there were some 42

violent conflicts in the world, and 29 of these were

considered to be severe crises.1 Attacks on civilians

have been the norm for years in Sudan, the

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Colombia,

Afghanistan, Israel and the Occupied Palestinian

Territories – to name just a few of the places where

Oxfam has direct experience. Thirteen million 

people currently live as refugees, the vast majority of

them hosted by developing countries across Africa

6

1. Introduction

Humanitarian protection is concerned with prevent-

ing or mitigating the most damaging effects, direct

or indirect, of war on civilians. It relates mainly to

the way in which armed conflict is conducted and to

the way in which people, including refugees and dis-

placed people, are treated. Humanitarian protection

is driven by the real threats faced by communities

and individuals. 

Based on its field experience and on international

law, Oxfam believes that a coherent approach to the

protection of civilians should mean that people have

a right to live free from: 

• Violence or the threat of violence. This includes 

but is not limited to: murder, torture, rape, 

wounding, abuse, and abduction.

• Coercion. This can include forced displacement, 

forced or prevented return, forced prostitution, or

forced recruitment.

• Deprivation. This can include the denial of access

to humanitarian assistance, the destruction of 

shelter, property, or livestock, and the prevention

of the means to earn a living.

Warring parties have particular obligations under

international humanitarian law, but the main

sources of protection are governments and national

institutions. It is only when states are unable or

unwilling to fulfil their responsibilities to protect

life, security, and access to essential services that

international conventions demand that all states

party to the conventions must take action. The

humanitarian imperative demands that even in the

most difficult situations, and especially in these situ-

ations, the responsibility to protect the innocent and

save lives remains a key objective. Oxfam strives to

uphold the principles and practice of humanitarian

protection through direct projects, funding of 

partners, and advocacy. 

Humanitarian protection
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Protecting civilians
in conflict: more
threats than ever

This picture shows the scene of a soldier and captive, as painted by a

child abducted in Northern Uganda. Children are particularly at risk of

violence, coercion and deprivation in conflict. P
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Indifference to gross violations 
of international humanitarian law

Most current conflicts are characterised by appalling

atrocities and by acts against civilians – direct 

violations of international humanitarian law by 

governments and rebel forces. The escalation of 

conflict often brings with it the targeting of hospi-

tals, clinics, and schools, leaving people without 

vital services. Family members become separated

from each other, causing their support networks 

to break down and rendering children especially 

vulnerable. Millions of people in conflict zones die

of preventable diseases due to lack of clean water,

food, or any health services. Boys are in particular

danger of abduction for fighting, while girls are

often kidnapped to become labourers or sex slaves.

In politically driven yet ethnically and religiously

framed violence, civilians are not the accidental 

victims of conflict, they are its very targets. 

• In 2002 alone, there were some 42 violent 

conflicts in the world, and 29 of these were 

considered to be severe crises.5

• Since the end of the Cold War, 90 per cent 

of those killed in conflict have been non-

combatants, compared with 15 per cent 

at the beginning of the twentieth century.6

• In Burundi some 300,000 people have 

been killed in the last decade, and on 

average, some 100,000 displaced

every month.7

• In the Democratic Republic of Congo, an 

estimated 3m people have lost their lives 

in the last three years of conflict.8

• In Rwanda approximately 40 per cent of 

the population has been killed or displaced 

since 1994.9

Most of those affected by conflict remain inside

their own country, often living in destitute or

insecure circumstances. There are some

23m internally displaced persons (IDPs) –

nearly double the number of refugees.10 While 

governments of the countries concerned are most

immediately responsible for protecting civilians in

conflicts within their states, when such protection

fails, it is the responsibility of the international 

community and the UN Security Council to act. 

Tragically, this action comes too infrequently, 

too feebly, and usually far too late.

Only rarely do the stories

of human

For decades, civilians have been the target of vio-
lence in wars across the globe. Recent conflicts have
been no exception: from Colombia to the Democratic
Republic of Congo, from Sudan to Chechnya and
Indonesia, civilians have been attacked, raped,
displaced, and conscripted with little or no regard 
for international humanitarian law. The events of
September 11th 2001, and the wars unfolding since,
risk leaving civilians in the vast majority of conflicts
even more neglected.

The Geneva Conventions oblige all warring parties to
protect civilians in conflict. No reason for armed con-
flict can justify war at any cost, and the international
community should not tolerate any abuse of civilians.
This holds irrespective of whether they fall within the
immediate geo-political spotlight or not. The interna-
tional community must not allow the ‘war on terror’

to eclipse the needs and rights of these civilians.
It must instead build on some of the positive steps 
of 2002 and 2003, such as those in Sudan and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, to achieve more
consistent action to protect civilians wherever and
whenever they are threatened.

When the international community has the will to
help civilians, it often can. The action required can
vary according to the specific protection needs of
civilians caught in conflict, and does not always have
to be military support; often diplomatic pressure,
negotiated access, and other steps can save lives 
and allow people to live with dignity.

10

2. Protecting civilians in conflict

International humanitarian law: distinction, precaution, proportion, and impartiality in conflict

International humanitarian law is designed to limit 

human suffering and protect civilians in armed 

conflicts.The rules are to be observed not only by gov-

ernments and their armed forces, but also by armed

opposition groups and any other parties to a conflict.

The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their two

Additional Protocols of 1977 are the principal instru-

ments of international humanitarian law. The basic

rules and obligations can be summarised in terms of:

Distinction: A distinction must be made at all times

between the civilian population and those taking 

part in hostilities, and between civilian objects and

military objectives. Attacks must be directed only

against military objectives. As such, indiscriminate

attacks which fail to distinguish between military

objectives and civilians are prohibited.

Precaution: Not only must civilians and civilian

objects not be the object of attack, but also every 

precaution must be taken when attacking or locating

military objectives to avoid, and in any event to 

minimise, incidental civilian losses and damage.

Proportion: Warring parties are obliged to weigh 

carefully the direct military advantage of any attack

against the potential of harming civilians. In no 

case shall such harm be excessive in relation to the

concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.

A further key aspect of the Geneva Conventions is 

to ensure the ability of humanitarian organisations 

to be allowed to operate impartially based on 

humanitarian need, according to their mandates.4

Governments and warring parties have critical roles

to play in ensuring that the actions of their officials,

allies, or citizens do not disrupt life-saving aid.

People’s access to humanitarian aid often depends on

the perception of humanitarian agencies as impartial

actors, independent from any warring party. 

The human cost of violence in Burundi

The nine-year-old civil war in Burundi has been

characterised by widespread suffering for the 

population. Both government and rebel forces 

have killed, raped, or otherwise injured hundreds 

of civilians, as well as pillaging or destroying their

property. Massacres have become nearly common-

place, with hundreds killed. Despite a ceasefire in

November 2002, the upsurge in fighting since

January 2003 has killed hundreds, displaced 

hundreds of thousands, and weakened the ceasefire

agreement. Oxfam staff continue to work in the

country, and raise concerns about protection to the

highest levels of government and the UN. 

The transition of power in May 2003 went more

smoothly than expected. However, the ceasefire 

declaration still remains fragile, and in mid-May up

to 20,000 civilians fled the fighting that erupted in

Kabezi commune south of Bujumbura. An addition-

al 12,000 fled Bubanza province in the northeast.

The African Mission in Burundi (AMIB) is a 

welcome development, though deployment has

been slow. South African mediators appear to be

committed to following through on the peace

process, but the international community has not

done nearly enough to hold all warring parties in

Burundi accountable to international humanitarian

law. Violations of human rights and humanitarian

law occur daily.

11



suffering reach international newspapers or televi-

sion. Even more rarely is it discussed in debates

within the halls of governments to determine what

political action may be required to save lives. 

The vast majority of conflicts pass unnoticed as 

the attention of the world’s media and politicians 

is focused on the geo-political hotspot of the day. 

For the millions of people suffering in neglected

conflicts around the world, the international 

community is losing the struggle against armed 

conflict. The international community is culpable –

in failing to hold violators to account and to engage

in such crises in order to bring civilian suffering 

to an end. As the World Disasters Report 2003 

published by the International Federation of Red

Cross and Red Crescent Societies also argues, 

since the ‘war on terror’ has taken centre stage, 

the danger of even more neglected emergencies

seems palpably real.11

The five governments which make up the perma-

nent membership of the Security Council – the

USA, UK, France, Russia, and China – are, 

more than any other countries, responsible for

upholding international peace and security and

for protecting people all around the world. 

These governments, and the whole international

community, must be able to focus on the threat

from international terrorism without losing sight 

of the mass destruction which, day in, day out, 

continues in current wars from Colombia to the

emocratic Republic of the Congo. Since September

11th, the international community has not got that

balance right. Two years on, it is time to refocus. 

It is the responsibility of all parties in a conflict to

respect humanitarian law; it is the responsibility 

of the entire international community to ensure 

that they do. Civilians in internal conflicts must be

protected, first by their own governments, but where

this fails by the international community wherever

and whenever they are threatened. 

How the major powers themselves perform 

In conflicts where one of the major powers is direct-

ly involved, the protection of civilians must be

accorded the highest possible importance. The USA,

UK, France, Russia, and the few other military 

powers with any effective global reach have signed

treaties binding them to international humanitarian

law.  They have to be seen to be leading through

example and setting the most stringent protection

standards. They have highly professional and 

disciplined armed forces, and lawyers advising on

targeting-decisions at a very precise level. The truth

is that despite this, as some of these powers go to 

war and conduct the ‘war on terror’, there is still 

an unacceptable level of civilian suffering.

In 1999, 500 civilians were killed as a consequence

of NATO’s air campaign in Kosovo as weapons

installations were wrongly targeted and civilian 

shelters hit.12 During the air strikes on Kosovo, 

civilians were used as human shields by Serb forces.

Such a strategy was blamed for NATO’s bombing 

of civilians in the village of Korisa in May 1999,

where ten bombs were dropped and more than 80 

civilians killed.13 The Geneva Conventions hold the

attackers responsible for avoiding such casualties,

however indefensible it was for the Serbs to use

human shields. 

In the recent war in Iraq during March and April

2003, it can be said that the US and UK forces did

take important steps to minimise the impact of the

bombings on civilian lives and infrastructure. The

USA and UK had more accurate weapons systems

and did not target the civilian infrastructure in the

way that they did in 1991 or indeed in Kosovo in

1999, although there was still widespread devasta-

tion in certain areas. However, the use of cluster

bombs – which are in effect indiscriminate

weapons – in the latest conflict will have humani-

tarian implications and a high civilian toll for

many years to come. 

At the time of writing in July 2003, civilian deaths

in Iraq already stand at more than 6,000, compared

with the 2,278 direct civilian deaths recorded 

during the 1991 Gulf War – a fraction of those who

subsequently died because of war-related disease

and malnutrition.14 This figure looks set to climb, 

as innocent civilians are caught in the crossfire of

the US and UK forces’ fighting with so-called 

pockets of resistance, and continue to be exposed to

unexploded ordnance (UXO). In addition, the lack of

planning by the coalition forces around the security

vacuum that affected much of Iraq after the fall 

of Saddam Hussein’s regime has meant that thou-

sands of Iraqi civilians are experiencing insecurity

as they attempt to re-build their lives in the post-

Saddam era. Access to sanitation, health, education,

and employment facilities has been severely 

restricted, as has the distribution of food and water,

and attempts by humanitarian workers to assist in

improving such services.

When wars take place, it is essential that the warring

parties be held to account for any failure to protect

civilians. It is not enough to have ‘smart’ weapons,

or indeed to target military enemies more carefully

than before. Governments that are concerned with

12

The human toll of conflict in the 
Occupied Palestinian Territories and Israel

Samia and Majda Daloul, 20- and 21-year old 

sisters, were on their way back from meeting the

girl their brother intended to marry. They stopped 

at a shop to buy some celebratory sweets for the

journey home. The mood in the car was festive.

Their brother, Fayis, their sister-in-law Nawal and

her daughter, three-year-old Rawan, were all in the

family Volkswagen.

The car resumed its journey. There was another car

behind but they barely noticed. Nor did they hear

the Israeli Apache helicopter. But they felt a bump

when the rocket exploded behind them. Fayis

understood at once and ordered everyone out of the

car. But Samia was already dead. White smoke

enveloped the scene. Majda went back to the car to

get her sister’s body. A second rocket hit, and she

too was killed.

The family was not the intended target of the Israeli

attack; two Hamas militants in the car behind were.

They too were killed. Altogether nine other civilians

died. Israel says it regrets civilian deaths that occur

in its response to militants’ actions, but says such

operations will continue until their attacks are

stopped. This incident, detailed by the Palestinian

Red Crescent Society, happened barely two weeks

after the Road Map for peace was launched. 

Both Palestinian and Israeli civilians are suffering

from these terrible events. In June 2003, some 

60 people died in the space of a fortnight, 

including 17 people killed by a suicide bomber 

on a Jerusalem bus. More than 2,300 Palestinians

and 700 Israelis have died since the second

Palestinian uprising against Israeli occupation 

started in September 2000.

An Oxfam Public Health 
Promoter’s view from Iraq

Despite attempts by coalition forces to avoid civilian

casualties, the human cost of the conflict was harsh.

In May 2003, Oxfam’s Public Health Promoter in

Iraq reported from Nassiriyah: ‘The water quality is

very poor after the intense bombing of this town.

Many homes have no water. Every civic building has

been destroyed … to access water … breaking into

the pipes is the only option, but this leads to the

risk of disease and contamination. [The women] are

collecting [water] close to open sewers. There is a

real concern that this may lead to outbreaks of

cholera. There is no possibility for many families to

boil their water as there is no fuel.’
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The ‘war on terror’ could have provided an opportu-

nity to strengthen arms controls to stop arms from

falling into the wrong hands. Instead, a worrying

trend is emerging. The ‘with us or against us’ 

attitude that characterised Cold War thinking has 

re-manifested itself in the ‘war on terror’. The USA

and other major powers are tolerating abuses by

their allies, as this war is conducted throughout the

world in areas where terrorists are deemed to be

operating. Perhaps the clearest manifestation of 

this is the increasingly lax regard to arms controls

that some major powers on the Security Council

now demonstrate.

The USA has stated that it will work with any gov-

ernment willing to help in the fight against terror-

ism and has altered its relationships with a signifi-

cant number of countries accordingly. Since

September 11th, the USA has waived restrictions on

arms or military assistance to Armenia, Azerbaijan,

Tajikistan, and Yugoslavia. While these countries

have been identified as key allies in the ‘war on 

terror’, each has a troubling recent past. Azerbaijan

has been embroiled in disputes with Armenia; the

stability of Tajikistan remains questionable; and

some parts of Yugoslavia remain unstable and the

country is a possible ‘hot spot’ for future conflict.23

Uzbekistan in particular has been identified as a key

partner for US efforts to stamp out terrorism and its

complicated networks throughout Central Asia.

Since September 11th, Uzbekistan has received

$25m for defence services and equipment, $40.5m

for economic and law enforcement assistance, and

$18m for ‘specialized training and equipment to

prevent and respond to terrorist incidents’.24 This is

the case despite the fact that the country’s security

forces have been accused of torture, maltreatment of

prisoners leading to deaths in custody, arbitrary

arrest and detention, and harassment of detainees’

family members.25 

All of these actions send out a deeply disturbing

message that human rights considerations are 

secondary when it comes to the fight against 

terrorism. The five permanent members of the UN

Security Council keep their allies and the world

awash with arms, supplying more than 80 per cent

of the world’s arms. The onus is on these countries

to demonstrate that they are pressing their allies to

protect civilians, and are preventing arms getting to

those who use them against civilians – whichever

‘side’ they are on. 

Seeking Solutions: reaffirming the 
rule of international humanitarian law

Despite the clear rules and responsibilities

enshrined in humanitarian law, and the onus to 

protect civilians that the major powers have as

permanent members of the UN Security Council,

the examples discussed above illustrate that protec-

tion obligations are often ignored, bent, or violated

outright. This need not, and must not, be the case.

While many conflicts are extraordinarily complex 

to resolve, this does not mean that those fighting

them are absolved from adhering to international

humanitarian law, neither should those observing

refrain from attempts to mediate and mitigate 

their effects. 

There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution to protecting

civilians. However, the following are critical options

for international engagement with the goal of pro-

tecting civilians from the harshest consequences 

of conflict: 

• negotiating access to humanitarian aid;

• political strategies and active diplomacy to press 

warring parties to protect civilians;

• contributing troops or support for peacekeeping 

or peace enforcement;

• holding war criminals to account;

• improving and enforcing arms controls.

human suffering, and serious about upholding 

their international commitments to protect life 

with dignity must take every possible step to protect

civilians. By using cluster bombs, and by failing 

to take into account adequately the security 

implications of removing Saddam Hussein’s

regime, the coalition fighting in Iraq did not take

every possible precaution.

Falling short of wider protection 
responsibilities: arming and training abusers

While humanitarian law sets out the protection

responsibilities of those involved in conflict, and the

standards by which warring parties should be held

to account, the protection responsibilities of the

international community go further still. As the

largest suppliers to the world’s arms markets, the

five permanent members of the UN Security

Council have a critical responsibility to curtail the

outbreak and prevalence of armed conflict.

History has shown that this has rarely been the case.

The arming of allies with no regard to human rights

or humanitarian law was a key characteristic of the

Cold War, as the Soviet Union and USA funded and

armed their proxies in the bloody wars from Central

America to Indochina, from Angola to the Horn of

Africa. Based on the same strategies, the USA sup-

plied Iraq with military intelligence and advice in its

war against Iran in the 1980s; it also ensured that

Iraq had military weaponry and in one instance

used a Chilean company to supply cluster bombs.15

With the end of the Cold War, there was some hope

that there would be far less tolerance, encourage-

ment, and arming of allies for whom protecting

civilians was of no concern. Many of the Cold War’s

proxy wars that extended from Nicaragua to

Mozambique began winding down as the strategic

imperatives of the superpowers changed, and the

flow of Soviet weapons dried up. 

However, international tolerance of abuse has 

continued in different forms. In Latin America, the

Colombian armed forces continued to be a relatively

large recipient of US military rifles and machine

guns, despite continuing international concern over

the Colombian army’s poor human rights record

and links with paramilitary groups. 16 Two million

people have been forcibly displaced in the last six

years, making Colombia’s crisis one of the largest in

the world.17 Enforced displacement increased by 100

per cent in the first half of 2002 compared with the

same period in 2001. In the past 18 months over

2,600 Colombian civilians have been killed for

social or political reasons. The majority of these

deaths (62 per cent) are attributable to paramili-

taries, 30 per cent to guerilla groups, and 8 per cent

directly to state agents.18

Although the USA is the largest arms supplier in

the world, most of the other world powers, includ-

ing all the permanent members of the UN Security

Council, are also undertaking similar short sighted

arms deals: 

• Despite the continuing conflict in the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), British 

pilots and air cargo companies have been allowed

by the UK government to supply weapons to 

armed forces in the DRC responsible for mass 

human rights abuses.19

• The UK has also continued to supply arms to 

Nepal, despite the civil unrest that is gripping 

the country.20

• Successive French governments have provided 

military and other security equipment and 

training to most Francophone countries in 

Africa, often regardless of the human rights 

record of the recipient country.21

• Russia has continued to provide small arms, light

weapons, and ammunition to Afghanistan, Iraq, 

Chad, Angola, Ethiopia, Iran, Libya, North Korea,

Syria, Yemen, Sudan, Algeria, and Indonesia.22
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to basic necessities. People who are without food,

water, shelter, or medical care cannot wait for a 

conflict to end in order to receive life saving assis-

tance. As a result, humanitarian agencies and the

United Nations must often negotiate access agree-

ments with all warring parties. To be successful in

such negotiations, it is essential that humanitarians

can assert their independence and impartiality from

politics. The humanitarian community should

ensure that is has expertise on tap to do this well – 

a key role for OCHA to support. But governments

can play a crucial role: by insisting that warring 

parties grant consistent and unhindered access of

civilians to humanitarian aid, and push for the right

of access of impartial, humanitarian actors. 

Diplomatic pressure to protect civilians

Apart from international engagement to ensure the

delivery of humanitarian aid, diplomatic pressure to

protect civilians in conflict can take many other

forms, depending upon the situation in question.

Regional and international commitment to resolve 

a conflict can bring the warring parties to the peace

table, and perhaps lead to the signing of a peace 

settlement, as was the case in Sudan. The actual

implementation of a peace agreement often requires

as much international commitment as its formula-

tion, and will certainly be key in assuring the 

protection of civilians in the challenging transition

from war to peace. None of this is easy. Sometimes

it may not be possible. But given the will, concerted 

international diplomatic pressure can sometimes

make all the difference.

Negotiating humanitarian access

Many civilians caught up in conflict have no access

to the humanitarian assistance to which they are

entitled. This may be because insecurity prevents

the safe delivery of aid. In Afghanistan in November

2001, truck drivers with food cargo were afraid to

drive into unknown situations, and aid routes were

turned upside down. In certain parts of the country,

increasing insecurity and fear of lawlessness made it

very difficult to deliver food to people. In Liberia in

2003, humanitarian aid was virtually prevented

from reaching the vast majority of the country due

to insecurity for most of the current phase of the

conflict. Hundreds of thousands of displaced people

who arrived in Liberia urban centres have testified

to terrifying conditions in the countryside with no

access to food or any basic services.

At other times, warring parties may deliberately

block humanitarian assistance, using the denial 

of access to food and medical supplies as a military

tactic. This was clearly the case during the conflict

in Bosnia (1992–1995). In Sudan’s Nuba

Mountains, humanitarian aid flights were routinely

denied access, despite the high risk of malnutrition

and disease (see case study, this page). Motives for

this tactic vary from conflict to conflict, but can be

because one party to the conflict wants to gain the

military upper-hand, a group of undisciplined or

unpaid fighters want to make a profit, or merely

intentional cruelty to the civilians and fighters of 

the other side. 

Whether for reasons of general insecurity or due to

more deliberate military tactics, the warring parties

in such situations are in breach of their obligations

under the Geneva Conventions to ensure

that those in need have access

Sudan has known only one fragile decade of peace

since 1955; until recently, sporadic diplomatic efforts

have yielded little in the way of sustainable peace

agreements. Meanwhile, violent conflict has claimed

some two million lives, and caused the biggest 

displacement of people in Africa. Ninety-two per

cent of Sudan’s people live below the poverty line.

Less than one-quarter of the population in South

Sudan has access to safe water, and only 30 to 40

per cent of people live within one day’s walk of a

health facility. 

There has been a painful and long legacy of the

bombing of civilians using helicopter gunships by

the government of Sudan, with well-documented

cases of civilian casualties and targeting that goes

far beyond arguments about military necessity.

There have also been significant abuses by the

Sudanese People’s Liberation Army (SPLA), other

rebel factions, and government militias. The people

living in the Nuba mountains have suffered years of

neglect and attack, with little or no access to human-

itarian assistance. As a result, one child in ten dies

before the age of five; in the south, that figure is

closer to one in five. All parties to the conflict are

guilty of widespread human rights abuses including

assault, rape, abduction, and forced displacement.

Until recently, the peace process has failed ordinary

Sudanese. Concerted diplomatic and international

engagement, however, means that it is now begin-

ning to show some real promise. The peace talks

sponsored by the Inter-Governmental Authority on

Development (IGAD) have been stuck at times, and

the USA has played a key role in getting the two par-

ties back to negotiation and supporting the IGAD

process. The current round has achieved substantial

outcomes. The appointment of Senator Danforth as

US Special Envoy has been pivotal in providing

strong leadership to drive the process forward. After

years of inconsistent approaches, the international

community has now come together with a new

coherence. The UK, Norwegian, Swiss, and other

governments are working alongside the USA.

Having said this, there inevitably remain major 

concerns as to the influence of the voice of ordinary

Sudanese in the peace process. People have a deep

scepticism and suspicion of decisions being made

ostensibly on their behalf by the negotiating parties,

and fear that international pressure for an agree-

ment will disregard their aspirations and result in

an unjust and unsustainable peace.

The Memorandum of Understanding Agreement of

15 October 2002 between the government of Sudan

and the SPLA on the cessation of hostilities and

unimpeded access was a significant achievement of

the IGAD-mediated peace process. Before this agree-

ment, restrictions on humanitarian access had been

commonplace in Sudan. Humanitarian aid has

since recommenced. The Danforth initiative also

gave rise to an agreement on the protection of 

civilians, which authorised the deployment of a

Civilian Protection Monitoring Team (CPMT) to

monitor attacks on civilians.

Repeated bombings have occurred since the date of

the agreement, however, and the CPMT has yet to

display a credible monitoring function. There is

therefore much to be done; CPMT has an important

role to play in nurturing an atmosphere of trust 

during the peace talks.

Unfortunately, donor response to appeals has been

disappointing since the ceasefire. For example, 

the UN’s Consolidated Appeal (CAP) for 2002 was

only 47.8 per cent funded. The 2003 appeal is less

than a third funded at the time of writing. This 

lukewarm response undermines the credibility of

the commitment made by the international 

community thus far. 

Sudan: diplomacy achieving important results
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Peacekeeping and peace-enforcement

Even the most determined of diplomatic efforts can

fail when the parties to a conflict are resolutely

locked in violence. In such cases, peacekeeping or,

exceptionally, peace-enforcement may be needed.

Where massacres have occurred, or where it is

apparent they may be imminent, the UN must 

be prepared to authorise a military deployment to

prevent widespread bloodshed. In such cases, as 

history has shown, the difference between interna-

tional action and inaction can be measured in the

lives of thousands. The most extreme example was

when the governments on the UN Security Council

dithered and stood

by while genocide engulfed Rwanda in April and

May 1994. The commanders of the ill-fated UN 

mission to Rwanda at the time believe that with

political will, much of the slaughter could have been

prevented; with hindsight, most analysts agree.26

At the time of writing, the Security Council and

some governments, particularly France, have taken

unusually bold steps to protect civilians with forces

mandated for peace-enforcement  in Bunia town in

the north-east of the Democratic Republic of the

Congo (DRC). There are concerns, however, that

most of the massacres and human rights abuses

have occurred in the surrounding countryside, not

just in the town (see case study, page 20). 

18

Danger for civilians in Liberia

The conduct of the conflict in Liberia has been in

direct contravention of international humanitarian

law. Armed attacks on civilians, including on IDP

camps, were commonplace from 1999 onwards. 

A general climate of heightened fear and insecurity

was reinforced by the abduction and killings of civil-

ians and humanitarian aid workers. The abducted

civilians were often men and youths who were

forced into military service for the warring parties. 

In July 2003, more than 200,000 IDPs were forced

to flee towards the center of the capital city of

Monrovia, as fighting engulfed the suburbs as well

as the IDP camps on the outskirts of the city. 

The violence killed over a thousand people in less

than two months. Up to 50,000 people were shelter-

ing in the sports stadium, where sanitation was a

huge problem. Latrines were overflowing and people 

were living in total darkness, in rooms packed 

with bodies. 

The UN Security Council passed resolution

S/RES/1497 (2003) on 1 August 2003, establishing

a Multinational Force in Liberia under Chapter VII

of the Charter of the UN. Some 800 Nigerian troops

arrived in early August, the first installment of more

than 3,000 troops pledged from several West

African countries. The USA also contributed a 

limited deployment of 200 troops mainly for logisti-

cal and technical support to secure the airport and

other areas of the capital. These were very positive

developments, and hope runs high for an increase

in forces on the ground to address the instability

raging in the capital and across the country. 

At the time of writing, however, the security situa-

tion remains volatile. Looting, car-jackings and

killings occur in most areas of Monrovia. Outside

the capital, nothing has changed for the vast majori-

ty of people who have no access to humanitarian

relief, due to insecurity. Sam Nagbe, an Oxfam 

project officer who had been working in Monrovia

throughout the conflict, cheered the deployment of

troops but reiterated the need for more. ‘We have

hope for the first time in months, with the deploy-

ment of peacekeepers and progress made in the

peace talks. Still, tens of thousands of people are

sheltering in camps without any food or clean water,

and disease is rife. At the moment humanitarian

agencies cannot reach 80 per cent of the country,

where we know people are suffering. It is incredibly

frustrating. The full deployment of peacekeepers

throughout the country is vital.’  
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It is crucial that the UN is able to prevent more

massacres in the DRC, and to help bring to an 

end the world’s most destructive current conflict.

This should be the beginning of a new period of

engagement to protect civilians wherever possible.

This will demand the development of strategies to

protect civilians, sustained diplomacy and political

pressure, but also exceptionally, when necessary,

peacekeeping and enforcement. 

In all cases the solution is not just that ‘something

must be done’, but that action must be effective. 

To this end, the 2001 Brahimi report set the UN on

a course to improve on its decidedly mixed record

during the 1990s: from the grim failures of

Somalia, Rwanda, and (for much of the time)

Bosnia, to the relative successes of Mozambique,

East Timor, and, following the NATO air attacks,

Kosovo. Peacekeeping operations should be shaped

by a clear analysis of the environment, local atti-

tudes, and the potential impact of the force in mind.

The mission must have sufficient political backing

and be part of a broader approach to building peace

backed by political will. The proactive backing of the

Security Council is essential. Perhaps most crucially,

operations with a strong, broad, and explicit man-

date for civilian protection must be given the

required resources to carry out that mandate. 

In some situations, a Chapter VI mandate will be 

adequate – one that deals with ‘Pacific Resolution of

Disputes’, and allows only for firing in self-defence.

However, governments should seriously consider a

Chapter VII mandate – that deals with ‘Threats to

Peace, Breaches of the Peace and Acts of

Aggression’ with the authorisation of special 

military measures, when a Chapter VI mandate is

unlikely to be sufficient to protect civilians.

Operations must be authorised and deployed before

it is too late, rather than as a guilty response by the

Security Council made as a result of having been

inactive when civilians were killed. The DRC 

and Liberia are key tests for the Security Council 

in 2003.27 

A country’s contribution to UN peacekeeping or

peace-enforcement missions is another measure 

of its commitment to maintaining international

peace and security under a multinational umbrella.

Although motivations vary, the swift contribution 

of well-trained troops, given the right mandate, can

save lives and help address a dangerous flare-up in

fighting. (See figure 2.1). Committing funds, equip-

ment, or technical support following a UN Security

Council Resolution, are other ways of sharing the

burden of international engagement in conflicts.

Figure 2.1. Contributors to United Nations peacekeeping operations

Figure 2.1 Source: UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations – Monthly Summary of Contributions 
(Military Observers, Civilian Police and Troops) as of 31 May 2003



with insufficient consideration of human rights and

international humanitarian law, the major powers

are undermining any effort to protect civilians. 

Controls exist in some parts of the world that aim to

prevent arms reaching states where serious human

rights violations have occurred or where they are

considered likely to occur, or where arms are likely

only to fuel conflicts and violate humanitarian law.

In 1997 the USA, Canada, France, Germany, Italy,

Russia and the United Kingdom signed up, with

other participating states of the Organization for

Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), to the

Principles Governing Conventional Arms Transfers.

These Principles commit participating states to

‘avoid transfers which would be likely to be used for

the violation or suppression of human rights and

fundamental freedoms.’29 In 1998, the members of

the European Union committed themselves to the

European Union Code of Conduct on Arms Exports. 30

Canada, the USA and many other states have

declared their general support for the principles of

the EU Code. The Code stipulates that arms should

not be exported to countries where there is a clear

risk they might be used for internal repression or

where serious violations of human rights have

occurred. Despite these and other agreements, the

world’s leading arms-producing nations continue to

supply arms to governments and rebels who abuse

civilians and violate human rights.  

There are still no binding legal or regulatory require-

ments among the world’s arms exporting states 

to enforce a full respect for human rights or 

Holding war criminals to account

All international engagement in conflicts must

ensure that warring parties who unnecessarily 

compromise civilian protection are held to account.

War crimes must not be committed with impunity.

In the first instance, this is the responsibility of

national courts, and on occasion commanders and

political leaders have been brought to justice.

However, in the majority of cases, there is either 

no prosecution or no effective punishment. Such

outcomes fail to deter other warring parties from

undertaking equally appalling acts against civilians. 

When national justice is either unwilling or unable

to punish war criminals, international 

justice must step in. This may

be through the International Criminal Court, which

was established in July 2002, or through specially

convened tribunals such as the International

Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY),

the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda

(ICTR), and the Special Court in Sierra Leone.

Controlling arms

If the international community were to act in a

timely and well-resourced manner through all of 

the channels described above to protect civilians

wherever and whenever they are in need, this would

be a great step forward. However, by exporting arms

Taking protection seriously: Ituri in the DRC
and the EU’s Rapid Reaction Force 

The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) has been

caught up in war since 1996. It is estimated that

since 1999 over three million people have died as a

result of the war – from disease and the devastating

consequences of repeated displacement. The DRC

government, armies of neighbouring governments,

and the many rebel movements have failed to pro-

tect civilians and civilian infrastructure and have, 

in many cases, targeted civilians. Fighting in Ituri

province, an area in the north-east of the country

with a population of 4.5m, has been particularly 

brutal; the conflict has claimed tens of thousands of

lives and displaced more than 500,000 people from

mid-1999. This corner of the DRC conflict was 

characterised by the killing, raping, and injuring of

thousands of civilians by the belligerents. Armed

leaders incited people to kill others because they

belong to a particular ethnic group. UN reports have

detailed how mineral resources have been illicitly or

illegally exploited by warring parties for personal

enrichment or to fuel further fighting. 28

As a consequence of insecurity, aid workers were

forced to cease their work and to evacuate from

Bunia town on numerous occasions; humanitarian

agencies had only sporadic access outside Bunia

from August 2002. When Ugandan forces pulled

out of Ituri at the end of May 2003, hundreds 

of civilians were killed, as the power vacuum left

ethnic tensions unchecked. Tens of thousands of

people fled Bunia in search of safety, many crossing

the border into neighbouring Uganda, and others

heading to Beni further south. The vast majority of

the original Bunia population of 340,000 remained

unaccounted for. Thousands of civilians sought shel-

ter in the camp compounds in Bunia belonging to

MONUC and by the airport; they lived in cramped

conditions and faced serious shortages of food,

water, and sanitation, that led to cases of cholera.

Young children were particularly vulnerable and

their mortality rate was high in the appalling condi-

tions. The working environment for aid workers was

worse than usual: at times warring parties restricted

their movement, and at others the agencies were the

targets of violence. However, Oxfam was able to 

continue to work to provide water and sanitation to

IDP camps and to the local population in Bunia.

Due to the escalation of violence at the end of May

2003, a situation about which the UN had been

warned, there were international calls for a stronger

intervention force to avoid a further increase of

widespread ethnically targeted killing. The UN

Security Council responded to a recommendation

from the UN Secretary General and UN Under-

Secretary General of the Department of

Peacekeeping Operations for a multinational rapid

reaction force to bring security to Bunia; France

agreed to make the main contribution. The force

ultimately became the EU Artemis Force, the first

force of its kind outside Europe. 

Despite shortcomings in the mandate of the force

(its focus was limited to Bunia town only, not the

wider region where thousands of people were also at

risk) its arrival on the ground was a real demonstra-

tion of what the international community can do,

given the political will. The deployment also empha-

sised the weaknesses in the mandate and resourcing

of the pre-existing United Nations Organization

Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

(MONUC).

A further Security Council resolution of 28 July

2003 (S/RES/1493) extended and strengthened the

mandate of MONUC, authorising a Chapter VII

mandate for Ituri and North and South Kivu until

30 July 2004. This allowed for an expanded

MONUC force to come in before the withdrawal of

the French-led interim force. It is hoped that a

strengthened MONUC, after Operation Artemis has

established stability, will be able to take strong

measures to protect civilians under imminent threat

and to contribute to the improvement of security

conditions to allow humanitarian assistance to be

more readily provided. 

The deployment of the multinational force and

increased troop numbers for MONUC are important

signs of the commitment of the international 

community to respond proactively to deliver peace-

keeping and peace-enforcement operations that are

effectively resourced with a clear mandate that is

appropriate for the purpose. Sustained political will

is critical in order for the international community

to fulfil responsibilities and protect civilians in situa-

tions where local actors cannot or will not do so.
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on the key priorities for action by the Council to 

better protect civilians in particular peacekeeping

operations and country situations. The Council

should commit to regularly review the performance

of peacekeeping operations for the protection of

civilians. All governments and multilateral agencies

around the world should hold the same responsibili-

ty. For example, Common Positions from the

European Union should include a meaningful

assessment of the key threats to civilian protection.

These Common Positions should set out the steps

necessary to increase that protection, as guaranteed

under international humanitarian law and as

enshrined in the relevant European Conventions

and Charters.33 Finally, the positions should include

the actions that the EU commits to take to improve

the protection of civilians.

In the humanitarian sphere, real progress would be

made if the process to formulate the UN’s Common

Humanitarian Action Plan (CHAP) were to include

a meaningful analysis of risks and their coping

mechanisms, highlighting threats to civilian protec-

tion and proposing effective remedies. The two

largest donors, the USA and ECHO, the European

Community’s Humanitarian Office, should lead by

including protection assessments in their global

plans, starting with the next round in 2004. 

international humanitarian law when authorising

arms exports and the various military, security, and

police-force training services that they provide to 

foreign customers. Even where human rights crite-

ria are referred to in laws governing arms export

and foreign military and security aid, they are often

loosely interpreted. Inadequate attention is given by

governments during export decision-making to the

long lifecycle of most types of arms, security equip-

ment, and technology, and hence to the prolonged

risk of abuse due to being re-sold into illegal 

markets or otherwise falling into the wrong hands.

The process to extend and enforce meaningful 

controls on arms transfers has a very long way to go. 

In October 2003, Oxfam, in conjunction with the

International Action Network on Small Arms and

Amnesty International, is launching an Arms

Campaign that will promote a global Arms Trade

Treaty that it aims to have agreed and enforced by

governments by the end of 2006. The goals of the

Treaty are to prevent arms transfers that may:

• lead to breaches of international humanitarian 

law or human rights;

• have an adverse effect on peace, security, or 

stability in any region or country;

• undermine sustainable development by excessive

arms-spending.31 

Making progress: the role of the UN

Despite setbacks in the development of the interna-

tional system to protect civilians, important positive

changes have occurred in the last few years. In 

particular, there has been a more rigorous approach

to protection emanating from within the UN itself.

In September 1999, the Secretary General submit-

ted the first Report to the Security Council on the

Protection of Civilians.32 This highlighted the reality

on the ground of the violence and deprivation faced

by civilians, from the UN’s perspective. The

Protection Report is now an annual survey under-

taken by the office of the Secretary General, and

serves as an important resource to help focus the

positions of those on the Security Council. 

Several practical steps have also been taken. The

UN’s Aide Memoire on civilian protection is a key

tool, reminding the Security Council of the possible

measures that it can apply when formulating peace-

keeping mandates or any UN programming. The

document sets out relevant provisions of past resolu-

tions on the protection of civilians, children and

women in armed conflict. This is complemented by

a ‘road map’ for steps to improve civilian protection,

which has been developed by the Secretary General

to try to achieve a shared commitment among mem-

ber states and the UN system for a timetable for

improved action on protection. The UN system, par-

ticularly through the Office for the Coordination of

Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), has been working to

apply the Aide Memoire to building in a good analy-

sis of the threats to civilian protection in each crisis. 

However, there is not yet a consistent way to meas-

ure risk and vulnerability across all crises. The UN

Consolidated Appeal Process is sometimes used for

this kind of comparative measure (see part three 

of this report), as it provides the best information

available allowing real-time data to be analysed.

There is general agreement, however, that this is 

not adequate for measuring threats, let alone for

describing important steps to minimise people’s 

vulnerability to violence, coercion, or deprivation. 

There is a critical need for governments, donors,

and humanitarian actors to carry out regular and

systematic protection assessments to consider what

action may be required to protect civilians from the

worst effects of conflict. While the development 

of protection tools by the UN represents important

steps forward, systematic attention, in both the 

political and the humanitarian arena, is crucial to

ensure that protection needs are not being neglect-

ed. OCHA must also take more of a global lead 

in making such assessments consistent and in

pressing for action. OCHA’s head, the Emergency

Response Coordinator (ERC) has a key role in 

showing such leadership. 

In the political sphere, the UNSC should ask the

Secretary General to report regularly and explicitly

Recommendations
To focus international action where it can do most to protect civilians, Oxfam recommends that:
• The international community – led by the UN Security Council – must develop strategies to engage more 

consistently with seemingly intractable conflicts to better protect civilians in neglected crises. All possible

tools must be made available, including intense diplomacy, support for the negotiation of access for humani-

tarian aid, and the contribution, in extreme cases, of troops to UN-led peace keeping missions with strong

mandates to protect civilians.

• Governments and warring parties must plan their military tactics to take all the precautions necessary 
to minimise civilian harm. They must respect the key guidelines of international human rights and humani-

tarian law, that all military action must preserve the immunity of civilians. No military strategy should be

based on the maximum use of force in situations where civilians are endangered. Any action must:

• Distinguish between civilians and military;

• Take precautions to minimise civilian harm;

• Only use proportionate force;

• Allow the impartial delivery of humanitarian aid.

• Governments should influence warring parties around the world to uphold their obligations under 
humanitarian law; and absolutely refrain from encouraging, tolerating, or arming allies committing abuses.

• Governments must not tolerate abuses by their allies in the ‘war on terror’ or in any other conflict situation.
In particular, the top five arms producers – USA, UK, France, Russia, and China – must not authorize 

transfers of arms in situations where there is reasonable cause to believe that they will be used in violation 

of humanitarian law or human rights law. They must rigorously enforce all Security Council embargoes. 

• Governments, the UN Security Council, the Peace and Security Council of the African Union, and the
European Union should implement new systematic procedures to assess what action may be required in any

given crisis to protect civilians from violence, deprivation, and coercion, and to work with others to carry out

necessary action. 

• Governments must at all times recognize and preserve the independent, impartial, and civilian character 
of humanitarian aid according to UNGA Resolution 46/182, 19 December 1991: ‘humanitarian assistance

must be provided in accordance with the principles of humanity, neutrality, and impartiality’.
22 23
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This camp for displaced people in the Democratic Republic of Congo

hosts hundreds of families who fled their homes because of massacres.

Taking refuge in an abandoned school house, they lived with no humani-

tarian assistance and terrible sanitation until Oxfam was able to provide

basic water systems in 2001.
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West Africa, Colombia to central Asia, there are mil-

lions of people entitled to humanitarian relief, yet

denied it because of shortfalls of funding or lack of

international diplomacy to secure access to assis-

tance.

Why is it that one or two emergencies receive ade-

quate funding, and the rest are left to struggle on

with shortfalls? There is no simple answer; this situ-

ation cannot be explained by a global lack of avail-

able funds alone. When a geo-politically important

crisis arises, money flows easily. In the first three

months of the 2003 Iraq appeal, donors mobilised

nearly $2bn. The UK’s Department for International

Development (DFID), for example, had earmarked

£210m (US$328 million) to Iraq by April 2003 –

nearly double its total humanitarian budget for

2001.34 

While there are important needs in Iraq, donors

cannot claim that nothing can be done to mobilise

funds for neglected or protracted emergencies, while

behind closed doors, miraculously finding money

for others. Many of the other emergencies are look-

ing for only $20-30m, roughly one per cent of the

funds eagerly provided for the crisis in the spotlight.

In Burundi, for example, where Oxfam continues to

witness great human suffering, the UN appeal for

urgently needed humanitarian aid has never been

more than 30 per cent funded, despite the fact that

nearly 300,000 people are displaced in permanent

sites, and another 100,000 people are temporarily

displaced every month.35

The problems go beyond the actual amount of aid

that is available, to the politics of how that aid is 

distributed, and how much diplomatic engagement

is devoted to getting it to those in need. It is no 

accident that the most severe effects of funding

shortfalls are felt in Africa. For those outside the

international spotlight, the human costs of funding

shortfalls are real and life-threatening.

Inadequate and skewed funding

One striking way of assessing donor responses to

different humanitarian crises is to compare how

much is provided per person; that means, the total

money provided divided by the number of people

selected for an intervention. While these numbers

are never exact – often statistics are difficult to 

gather in complex emergencies, and numbers of

beneficiaries may fluctuate based on humanitarian

access or other changes – these simple comparisons

do give a good indication of the scale of the problem

of inadequate humanitarian aid reaching too 

few people.36 

To consider this comparison more closely, Oxfam

has looked at the UN’s Financial Tracking System.

This system follows the funding of the UN’s

Consolidated Appeals (CAPs) and is one way of

monitoring commitments reported to the UN. 

To date, there is no better information publicly 

available to indicate which humanitarian 

emergencies are being ignored today.

Humanitarian assistance – the independent and
impartial provision of basic needs to a population–-
is meant to be a key part of the international commu-
nity’s commitment to protect those caught up in 
conflicts when local, national, and international 
protection fails. Every civilian has the right to receive
food, water, shelter, and medical assistance.
The international community has a responsibility to
provide funding and political pressure on warring 
parties to ensure that – despite conflict – vital 
supplies reach the most vulnerable people.

Not only are current levels of spending and engage-
ment far from adequate, however, they are also not
distributed according to need. Increasing numbers 
of donors are only giving to their favoured crises,
earmarking aid for certain countries or projects.
While in some cases this has increased transparency,
it has left millions of children, women, and men in
need, without aid. Donor governments have failed to
put in place a transparent system of accounting for
the quantity and quality of their donations. Some
emergencies are neglected and even more may be 
so in the future, as today’s single-minded focus on
international terrorism steers international attention
to a small number of crises. There is some good
news, however. The ‘Good Donorship’ meetings of
governments in 2003 and the Principles that they
agreed are important first moves. Yet further action is
needed to deliver on commitments to guarantee the
distribution of high quality humanitarian assistance to
all vulnerable populations, based on need.

Critical funding shortfalls

Many of those who survive violent conflict do 

so largely as a result of their own resilience and

ingenuity. That will always be the case. For most

people, survival involves very difficult choices – 

leaving home, abandoning livestock, separating

from family members, walking miles across mine-

fields or other insecure areas. The full extent of

these coping mechanisms in all countries in conflict

cannot be quantified, but their extent illustrates the

critical shortfalls in humanitarian aid, and the

human cost of such shortfalls.

While the need for humanitarian assistance does

fluctuate, and some years are much worse than 

others, shortfalls in humanitarian funding across

the board are a constant and sometimes deadly 

presence. Impromptu refugee camps, such as those

outside Monrovia, in Liberia, or the displaced people

literally living in fear in the bush in Ituri in the

DRC, illustrate vividly that humanitarian assistance

does not reach everyone in need. From Indonesia to
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3. Humanitarian aid:
driven more by politics than need

International humanitarian law: safeguarding
humanitarian assistance in conflict

International law recognises that civilians affected

by conflict are entitled to the provision of humani-

tarian assistance. It defines the legal obligations of

states or warring parties to provide such assistance,

or to allow it to be provided, when the civilian popu-

lation lacks essential supplies – even if this means

temporarily agreeing to a ceasefire. In many situa-

tions Oxfam and other international agencies pro-

vide humanitarian assistance because those with

primary responsibility are not always able or willing

to do this themselves. This is sometimes a matter of

capacity. At other times this constitutes a wilful dis-

regard of fundamental legal and ethical obligations,

the result of which is much avoidable human suffer-

ing. In these cases it is the responsibility of the

international community to act. 

Vulnerable groups and 
the impact of aid shortfalls

The lack of humanitarian assistance usually hits

women the hardest, as they are disproportionately

responsible for caring for other family members.

Women, girls, and sometimes boys without

resources or adequate humanitarian assistance are

often forced into ‘survival sex’, that is the exchange

of sex for food or shelter or to provide for their

families. Recent studies have revealed that those

who are powerful, including local authorities, 

military forces including peacekeepers, and even in

some cases corrupted aid workers, have exploited 

the desperate need of women and girls in these 

situations. Child-headed households or unaccompa-

nied children are often the most vulnerable to abuse. 

In countries with alarming rates of HIV/AIDs, 

this can be a lethal gamble.



Futhermore while there are good reasons for

improving the data, they do not overshadow the

validity of the basic conclusion: the depth of the 

disparity of funding around the world proves 

incontrovertibly that humanitarian aid is being

directed for reasons other than the humanitarian

imperative to deliver aid where it is needed.

Blaming the UN is not an adequate answer; it is 

the donors who are fundamentally responsible for

giving some emergencies little or no funding, while

others get much more. 

Political hotspots and neglected crises

Analysis of the longer-term OECD data40 shows

that, in the last decade, there has consistently been

an overwhelming concentration of assistance on 

the headline emergencies. Figure 3.3 shows the 

percentage of humanitarian aid that goes to the ‘top’

emergency each year out of the total for more than

100 recipient countries. Each year one country

absorbs between 11 and 21 per cent of the total, and

the other 99 countries share the remainder. 

Using the long-term data, Figure 3.2 shows the 

disparity of spending per capita in crises in the

highest year of spending in the last five years. That

is, in the year in which donors were most generous

and there was the highest need, Ethiopia received $2

per person; other emergencies received 10–20 times

the per capita figure in their respective years of

highest spending. Even considering the different

costs of delivery of relief in various localities, there

is no explanation to justify such an inequality.

Oxfam’s calculations, based on the UN’s 2003

Consolidated Appeals, reveal that, at any one time,

there is a skewing of aid towards the emergency in

the political spotlight – this year, Iraq – and all the

rest receive significantly less. At the time of writing,

in July 2003, the data shows a clear political prioriti-

sation. In the DRC, the 2.6m people selected for

humanitarian intervention have received $42 m of

the required $228 m, or about 19 per cent of the

funding needed. This works out to roughly $17 per

person from the international community to date,

despite the life-threatening situation faced by the

civilians in this conflict. Other important but neg-

lected emergencies fare the same or worse: the CAP

for Chechnya is funded to just $13 m of the required

$30m – roughly $11 per person; the appeal for

Indonesia in funded to only $7 per person, as

donors have only provided $19 m of the required

$55 m. The flash appeal for Iraq received nearly all

of the $2bn dollars require in the first few months

of the appeal, which represents roughly $74 per 

person in need.37 (See figure 3.1)

Some donors contest the importance of the per 

capita data, for a variety of reasons: they may 

consider UN figures inaccurate or inflated; they may

point out the different costs of operating in different

environments; others spend more money through

NGOs, which is not accounted through the UN’s

financial tracking system. Other donors point out

the breadth of OECD data (see page 30).38 

However, while the CAP appeals are only an indica-

tion of the depth of the disparity and are not perfect,

the major donors themselves have contributed to the

weakness in their formulation. The major donors

have all been part of the annual Montreux meetings,

which have been important fora for examining the

CAP as a tool for coordination and fundraising.

Donors have discussed possibilities of reform, but

have consistently expressed their approval of and

support for the process.39 If donors object to using

UN CAP appeals as a measure of current needs,

they must not only acknowledge that they have

helped to create this problem, but also that they

must be part of the solution. Two critical reforms

are developing better measurement of need, 

and assessing what more can be done to protect

civilians, including protection from deprivation of

humanitarian assistance. 
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Figure 3.1. Current data: UN Consolidated Appeal Donors pending per beneficiary ($ per person)
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Figure 3.2. Long-term data: Bilateral Humanitarian Assistance per head 
of population in crisis affected countries year of highest spending
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Figure 3.1: Source: UN2003 Mid-year CAP Review and Financial Tracking  as of 22/7/03

Figure 3.3: Source OECD DAC statistics online, Table 2a.42  

Figure 3.2: Source OECD DAC statistics online and OECD DAC Reference Section Indicators 43 
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threatens long-term stability. Afghans fear that 

international support may already be waning with

donor attention having moved towards Iraq, less

than two years after the fall of the Taliban regime,

and with so much still to do. 

Yet despite its immense challenges, Afghanistan 

is still in a better position than many other places,

where shortfalls in funding have deadly conse-

quences for the world’s most vulnerable civilians. 

In 2002, the UN appealed for $1.7bn for

Afghanistan, 10 to 100 times as much as for some

other countries. Donor governments have given

Afghanistan 65 per cent of what they were asked for.

This is perhaps not over generous, but was almost

half the total amount that the UN requested for 25

humanitarian crises in 2002. 

At the time of writing, we see the same pattern

emerging with a different country in the spotlight.

The attention given to Iraq overshadows other

crises. It seems likely that the needs of the 25 mil-

lion people of Iraq, however urgent, will eclipse

those of the 200m Africans in desperate need 

of humanitarian assistance as a consequence of 

conflict and lack of food.45 This is nothing new: in

2001, from Tanzania to Somalia, Sudan to

Cameroon, aid agencies had to cut back on protec-

tion, health, education, and livelihood programmes

due to funding shortfalls. Humanitarian agencies

have asked for over $2bn to cover the needs of Iraq

over the first six months of the post-war period, and

they have received most of what they asked for with-

in three months. The World Food Program’s (WFP)

programmes, for example, are 99 per cent funded

in Iraq. The total call for funds for the whole of

Africa by the agencies of the UN for 2003 does not

exceed $1.7bn. 

The role of major donor governments 

The skewing of aid that we have described is not

just coincidental; it is a result of the prioritisation

and decisions of major donor governments. Over

the past decade, the allocation of humanitarian aid

funding has been dominated by a small number of

donor governments. Each year, the USA contributed

three to four times the amount of any other single

country. In 2001, however, the European

Commission and the EU member states combined

contributed more than the USA46 (see Figures 

3.4 and 3.5).   

Oxfam is not advocating a reduction in funding 

to any major emergency where there is need. But

the challenge is to provide this without diverting

resources from the millions of people affected 

by other emergencies. Increased humanitarian 

aid – provided according to commitments to the

entitlement of humanitarian assistance based on

need – is essential. 

A case of fleeting attention

In 2001 and 2002 the overwhelming bulk of

humanitarian resources went to Afghanistan.

Afghanistan does have intense needs and it had

intense needs before it came into the priority spot-

light for donor governments. The country’s child

and maternal mortality rates are among the worst in

the world. An estimated four million people in rural

communities in Afghanistan will not have

enough to eat during the next 12 months – a figure

which does not include vulnerable people living 

in urban areas, returnees, or internally displaced

people.44

However, Afghanistan’s needs are not new. Before

September 11th, across the country six million peo-

ple were in desperate straits due to conflict, poverty,

and crippling drought. Afghanistan was a neglected

crisis, with not nearly enough funding for humani-

tarian assistance and little diplomatic engagement to

ensure that civilians were protected and provided

for. Then, suddenly, all major donors focussed on

the country because of its geo-political implications

in the wake of the atrocities of September 11th. 

Since then, some humanitarian aid has reached

those most in need, but the disbursement of funds

for reconstruction has been notoriously slow. Lack

of security remains a critical challenge, and

Protection and assistance:
the neglected conflict in northern Uganda

Since the mid 1980s the Lords’ Resistance Army

has devastated the lives of the Acholi people of

northern Uganda. The LRA maintains its numbers

by abducting and brutalizing children, incorporating

them into its ranks. 1m people are currently dis-

placed by this conflict. The following is an interview

by an Oxfam worker in northern Uganda with

‘Sarah’, an LRA escapee.

“I was taken … when I was 13. I was at home in Wol (a

village about 30km from Kitgum). Seven of us were

taken, four boys and three girls. I was with the rebels for

two years. We made camp. I had to do cooking. After

about a week I had to become the wife of a soldier.

That’s what happens to the girls ... We went to Sudan. 

I spent some time there. … We were trained, and 

eventually I was given a gun and uniform. I had a 

gun for seven or eight months.

I escaped on one of our missions. Our group was told to

go to a trading centre to take food, money, and children.

I had my friends. They said, ‘“Sarah, today, let us

escape.’” I said, ‘“No. I don’t know this place.’” I per-

suaded my friends to move towards another centre

which I knew. We went to a village and took some

chickens. We cooked, slept and continued. There were

about 15 of us. We were all girls. We told the others, and

asked them if they would escape. In the end only three of

us escaped. The others said they wouldn’t go back

because their parents weren’t there – they were dead.

That’s why the rebels kill parents.”

Violence, coercion, and deprivation often work

together, and have the worst effects on the lives of

young people caught up in conflict. Since 1987,

Oxfam has been helping people affected by the con-

flict in northern Uganda to meet their basic needs

by supplying items such as blankets, sleeping mats,

and seeds and tools, supporting water and sanitation

activities, malaria control, and shelter construction.

Oxfam is also working with others to advocate for a

just and lasting solution to this complex conflict. 

United States 36%

United Kingdom 8%

Germany 7%Sweden 7%

Netherlands 7%

France 6%

Canada 5%

Norway 4%

Japan 4%

United States 4%

Other DAC doners 13%

Figures 3.4 and 3.5: Source: OECD DAC Statistics online, Tables 1 and 2a.47

Figure 3.4. Total humanitarian Aid 
from DAC donors in 2001

Figure 3.5. Humanitarian Assistance from 
DAC donors in 2001 $millions
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Earmarking: favouritism in practice 

The inequality that characterises humanitarian aid

funding is not only about overall spending, but also

the way in which that spending occurs. The creation

of the UN Consolidated Appeals in 1992 brought

about major changes in funding. Since that time, 

a much higher percentage of donations have been

earmarked for spending in specific emergencies,

countries, or sectors only, at the discretion of the

donor. This is a major shift from the previous prac-

tice of giving funds to a multilateral agency to spend

on a range of emergencies determined by their

assessment of need. This greater tendency towards

earmarking, often means that funds go directly 

to NGOs or recipient governments for a specific 

designated purpose, bypassing multilateral chan-

nels. In 1988, 45 per cent of aid was given in the

form of multilateral resources through UN agencies.

By 1999, it was down to 11.67 per cent.49

Earmarking has some significant costs. It limits the

flexibility of funds, making it more difficult to

respond to changing circumstances. It also makes

coordination a difficult challenge, with many more

avenues of funding and programming and no single

organisation responsible for oversight. Donors often

pick their favourite projects, and ignore others.

Some sectors, such as food, are almost always fund-

ed, while other life-saving interventions – such as

health, water, and sanitation – are often less funded

or funded too late. 

Earmarking also makes it harder for agencies to

respond to new emergencies or those outside the

current spotlight. Smaller agencies and those

dependent on a single donor cannot provide assis-

tance if the donor has already highlighted their pri-

orities and cut projects outside those parameters.50 

There are arguments for earmarking humanitarian

funds, such as a better transparency, and being able

to audit spending more carefully. But at a time of

increased earmarking, donors have an even greater

level of responsibility to ensure that their choices for

funding do not leave most people in most crises

tragically short of assistance. Donors should also do

far more to explore options for providing un-ear-

marked funds to the UN, while ensuring that they

are then used both fairly and transparently.

The scale of missing information:
a scandal of accountability 

Some donors, such as ECHO, are taking steps to

base their funding choices more on need than on

political attention (see box page 32); other donors

are not. And the truth is that it is impossible to tell

what many donors are doing and to hold donors 

to account, because of the opacity of humanitarian

funding.

While donors demand greater accountability from

recipient governments and agencies, they have not

The overall generosity of donors can be most easily

assessed by looking at how much they give per

member of their own populations. By this measure-

ment, some of the richest countries are far from the

most generous: US humanitarian assistance totals

less than $7 per American; Japan spends less than

$2 per capita of its population (See figure 3.6). In

contrast, the Scandinavian countries have a long-

standing tradition of generous donations; for exam-

ple, Norway spends more than $50 per capita. 

Does the ranking of donors represent anything

more than a competition for prestige? Yes, it does.

Ranked according to aid per capita, it shows which

donors are the most committed to humanitarian

relief, consciously sharing their wealth to help the

world’s people in the greatest need. Measured by

total aid level, the largest donors have the most

power over the funding system as a whole. Their

policies are crucial, and can easily shift the whole

balance, positively or negatively. The medium-sized

donors are also influential, especially when working

together. They should begin to use their collective

influence to push for a more equitable funding of

humanitarian assistance.  Agency accountability

An important element in achieving responsible

humanitarian action is ensuring that humanitarian

agencies themselves are accountable, efficient, and

effectively run. Oxfam has sought to be at the fore-

front of initiatives to improve this accountability.

There are many challenges to developing clear

accountability mechanisms for humanitarian work,

especially in acute disaster situations. Since 1994,

we have been working with others to establish a

Humanitarian Charter and the Sphere standards of

adequate performance. We are participants in the

Humanitarian Accountability Project, and members

of the Active Learning Network on Accountability

and Participation (ALNAP). In addition to our own

internal monitoring and evaluation work, as mem-

bers of the UK based Disasters Emergencies

Committee (DEC) we have made a commitment 

to an independent evaluation of our DEC-funded

work, which is released to the public and media. 

As members of the Steering Committee for

Humanitarian Response (SCHR), we are also 

piloting a peer-review process.

In 1999, ECHO came under criticism from Oxfam

and other organisations for favouring humanitarian

emergencies in former Yugoslavia over those in

more distant locations. For example, in 1999, 57 per

cent of all of ECHO’s allocation went to former

Yugoslavia, compared with just 16 per cent across

the 78 African, Caribbean, and Pacific countries

(ACP) combined.

It may be that 1999 was an exceptional year. War

was once again on the EU’s doorstep; fears about

refugees and political fall-out were real. Still, the

spending on Kosovo was an acute illustration of the

trends in EU spending over the 1990s. 

However, to its credit, ECHO has rapidly shifted

direction since 1999, and has done more than any

other donor to reverse the trends that led to favour-

ing European suffering over crises further afield.

The organisation has taken important steps to

improve its ability to assist all those in need of 

assistance, wherever they may be. ECHO has 

developed a new methodology to assess whether

emergencies or sectors are losing donor attention.

This methodology combines the quantitative 

analysis of funding and media coverage with the

qualitative analysis from field staff. The results 

of this analysis are directly translated into future

budget decisions, the goal being to spend 10 per

cent of funding on any forgotten emergencies and

other identified forgotten needs. In addition, in

response to changing needs and the arrival of other

donors and EC instruments, there is a clear ‘exit

strategy’ for ECHO in Eastern Europe.

The EU and forgotten emergencies

Norway 51.3

Sweden 42.8

Denmark 37.8

Netherlands 23.4

Canada 8.4

Ireland 8.1

United Kingdom 7

United States 6.9

France 5.7

Belgium 4.8

Germany 4.7

Australia 4

Spain 1.9

Japan 1.7

New Zealand 1

Figure 3.6. Humanitarian Assistance 
in $ per capita in 2001

Figure 3.6: OECD DAC Statistics Online Tables 1 and 2a.48 
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applied the same standards to their own actions.

Officials responsible for overseas aid recognise 

their accountability to the tax payers of their own

countries to spend money wisely. Poul Nielson, the

current EU Commissioner for Development,

emphasises that EU ‘taxpayers have a right to know

when their money is successfully used to save lives’51

For most donors, however, the drive for accountabil-

ity seems to be in one direction only – to the taxpay-

er – neglecting those who are entitled to relief. 

Donor funding, particularly for humanitarian relief,

is an unaccountable labyrinth. With no universal,

mandatory reporting system it is impossible to have

a complete picture of humanitarian funding. For

accuracy, Oxfam uses both UN figures and OECD

DAC figures, although each set of data has its

own limitations. 

The fog surrounding humanitarian funding is not

just a statistical problem. As long as there is no clear

way for donors to report their humanitarian fund-

ing, taxpayers cannot know where their money goes,

and have no way to identify clearly the crises that are

being neglected. There is no foolproof way to hold

donor governments to account for their decisions or

to assess how they are upholding their commit-

ments to assist people in desperate need. But more

systematic mechanisms can be put into place to

improve transparency and accountability. That is

why Oxfam is calling for a global, transparent, 

and mandatory system of reporting humanitarian

donations. This could be done through the 

OECD DAC process of accounting for all aid, or

through the UN Office for the Coordination of

Humanitarian Assistance (OCHA). The OECD

appears to be the more feasible option, because its

systems for reporting aid are already mandatory for

OECD countries, but they must also respond to the

need for real-time data. 

The basic design of such a system would rest on a

standardized definition of humanitarian aid, includ-

ing a specific exclusion of the funds spent within

the donor country. The data would clearly indicate

what money was spent where, when dispersed, and

through which channels. A system of verification

and sanctions must be in place in order to ensure

compliance. The figures for non-OECD countries

must be incorporated into the calculations of global

humanitarian funding to have a full picture. Once

made standard, the information should be made

available for public consumption, both in print & on

the Internet (as the OECD & UN data is currently). 

The Humanitarian Financing Studies

Despite the current lack of accountability, donors

have taken one important step and in 2003 

commissioned a set of key studies known as the

Humanitarian Financing Initiative. A core group

– chaired by the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, and including the European Commission,

Australia, Canada, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK,

and the USA – supported the four studies. The first

study is a critical review of needs-assessment 

practice and its influence on resource allocation.

The second study researches the flow of global

humanitarian aid, the comparability of data, and the

scope for reform. The third explores a series of

hypotheses about the basis of donors’ decision mak-

ing. The research provides useful insights into the

influence of geo-politics on decision making, the

role of the military, and other important factors. 

The fourth study describes the implications for the

UN multilateral system of the first three studies. 

Results of research: the donor-funding whole
is worth less than the sum of its parts

The results of the studies are telling. Donors, as a

group, achieve less than the sum of their parts; that

is, donor behaviour is a patchwork of policies and

activities by individual governments that, taken

together, do not create a coherent or effective system

for financing humanitarian needs across the world.52

Humanitarian assistance is largely embedded within

competing and sometimes inconsistent domestic

and foreign policy priorities. The overall effective-

ness of humanitarian assistance is compromised by

donor earmarking, by short funding cycles, by unre-

quited pledges and late funding, and by tying contri-

butions to a donor’s own nationals, NGOs, and con-

tractors, which is rarely the most cost effective way

to spend relief money.53

Key findings to date confirm that humanitarian

principles are not the main driver of donor behav-

iour in financing humanitarian work – foreign and

domestic politics take priority. The study carried out

interviews with more than three hundred people

and discovered that major donors have a significant

impact on the international humanitarian system

and thus bear disproportionate responsibility for the

widespread prevailing disarray; achieving coherence

in US policy alone would make a real difference to

the complete picture. Perhaps most significantly, the

use of multilateral channels was shown to encour-

age burden sharing – and thus to achieve a more

equitable coverage of need.54

Steps forward: Good Donorship Principles 
and Implementation Plan 

In June 2003, representatives of donor govern-

ments, multilateral institutions, the UN, the Red

Cross movement, and NGOs met in Stockholm to

address the disarray of humanitarian funding, in

light of the studies above. The focus of the confer-

ence was on ‘Good Donorship’, that is, how to be a

responsible and proactive donor in all aspects of the

relationships between donors, agencies, and benefi-

ciaries. Key points were agreed in a set of Principles,

including: the need to allocate funds based on

needs; the critical importance of humanitarian,

refugee, and human rights law; the vital necessity of

preserving the principles of humanity, impartiality,

and independence of humanitarian aid; and the

importance of using civilian channels of assistance

whenever possible. The conclusions described the

foundations of these efforts to be the ‘common

international goal of meeting the entirety of global

humanitarian needs’. 

Representatives of all major donor governments

endorsed the circulated Principles and the connect-

ed Implementation Plan. Amongst the steps for

implementation were:

• identifying a pilot country to which the above 

principles of good donorship will be applied by 

all donors working in a coordinated manner;

• pursuing the establishment of an enhanced 

mechanism for peer review among 

OECD donors;

• exploring the possibility of harmonising 

reporting requirements and management 

demands on agencies;

• aiming to agree a comprehensive common 

definition of reporting humanitarian assistance. 

These Principles and the Implementation Plan are

very positive moves by the donor community.

However, much work remains to ensure that the

governments involved deliver on these pledges. The

Implementation Plan remains somewhat vague and

weak. Donor governments must now move past

‘exploring possibilities’ and ‘aiming to agree’ and

Long-term perspective:
combining health and sanitation 
with education in the Philippines

In 2000, it is estimated that 500,000 people came

to evacuee centres to escape the armed conflict

between the AFP (Armed Forces of the Philippines)

and the MILF (Moro Islamic Liberation Front) 

in Central Mindanano, the Philippines. Interviews

by Oxfam workers with the evacuees highlighted

their great reluctance to return home because 

of the unpredictable nature of the conflict. They

wanted to stay in the relative safety of the evacuee

centres because they feared being caught in the

crossfire, or harassment and abuse if they returned

to their villages.

In addition to health and sanitation work, Oxfam

constructed and equipped makeshift buildings 

with classrooms at an evacuee centre, and trained

teachers in psycho-social techniques. Working 

with the displaced children, the teachers were then

able to develop a new curriculum, which looks at

psycho-social care of children living in conflict 

situations – a curriculum which the entire education

system in Pagalungan now aims to use.
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one of the donors’ key complaints: the need to

improve upon the statistics in the UN Consolidated

Appeal to provide a more accurate and comparable

picture of who is in need of humanitarian assis-

tance. To address this lack of reliable data, the

authors, from the UK’s Overseas Development

Institute, argue that the international community

should look beyond using quantified measurements

of need alone. Rather, they should examine a 

person’s vulnerabilities in terms of life, health, 

subsistence, and physical security, where these are

threatened on a large scale. Identifying risks and

threats to these, either actual or imminent, would

require a good understanding of people’s ability to

cope. Baseline health assessments in crisis situa-

tions and effective surveillance systems for epidemic

diseases would help to maintain a long-term analy-

sis of risks to people’s health and related vulnerabili-

ties. A good understanding of the lines of responsi-

bility of local, national, and regional actors, as well

as the international community is also important.55 

Building on the technical expertise gained by the

humanitarian community over the past few decades

of operations, a good investigation of risk is a critical

step for the international community and humani-

tarian agencies to take to ensure that resources are

flowing based on need and vulnerability, not on

whim or political circumstance. 

The UN has a critical role to play in improving the

measurement of need and assessment risk in order

to create a truly need-based system of humanitarian

response. As a result of the above research there

have been calls on the UN to take on a more norma-

tive role, drawing on its unique position to foster

and protect the principles and obligations that are

desperately needed in an uncertain conflict environ-

ment.  There is a need for visionary leadership from

the UN Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC)

and the Emergency Relief Coordinator (ERC). 

It is important for governments to provide consis-

tent support for the role of OCHA, to maintain coor-

dination at the field level, and to act as a source of

policy guidance and advocacy for better protection of

civilians and respect for humanitarian principles. 

In exchange for this support, OCHA must deliver

on its advocacy mandate to take stronger stands,

even in difficult situations, on the protection of 

civilians, including giving special attention to the

needs of women, children, and IDPs as particularly

vulnerable groups. 

institute concrete steps for governments to take. It is

time for them to ensure that all neglected civilians

receive the humanitarian assistance to which they

are entitled. 

Building protection into assessments,
and the role of the UN

Of the Humanitarian Financing Initiative studies,

the one that generated the most debate was the

analysis of the drivers of political behaviour.

However, another study set out a proposal to tackle

Humanitarian agencies have always had to affirm

their independence. But this is perhaps more 

difficult than ever in the current political climate,

and yet critically important. At the extreme, in June

2003, Andrew Natsios, the head of the US Agency

for International Development (USAID) addressed

NGOs and demanded that they promote the image

and policies of the US government.57 This clearly

goes against the mandates of many NGOs: to 

provide humanitarian aid impartially, free from

political conditionality. 

This is not only an issue in the USA, however. In

the EU’s new draft constitution, humanitarian aid is

described in a list of tasks that include the fight

against terrorism. European NGOs have been fight-

ing to enshrine the concept of independent and

high-quality humanitarian aid into the new constitu-

tion, but there are government officials who believe

that the time is right to politicise humanitarian aid,

as the EU slowly develops its political, security, and

defence identity. Will ECHO become subsumed into

the EU’s Common Foreign Security Policy (CFSP)?

There are also indications that EU member states

will be looking more to their militaries to deliver

aspects of humanitarian relief, without considering

the implications for humanitarian emergencies

around the world. 

Part of the definition of impartiality and independ-

ence of humanitarian aid is a clear separation from

military structures, goals, and leadership. In all the

wars in which Oxfam has worked, this is a clear 

concern that demands constant vigilance.

Throughout the 1990s, the USA and several other

countries increasingly regarded the provision of

humanitarian assistance as an integral part of their

military strategy. From Somalia to Afghanistan, and

most recently in Iraq, the warring parties have

ordered their troops to rebuild schools and rehabili-

tate clinics as well as to engage in armed conflict. 

Oxfam welcomes the importance placed on meeting

humanitarian need. But our experience shows that

civilians are best assisted when civilian humanitari-

an agencies provide this assistance, even during

conflicts. In contrast, military rules of engagement

are set by political and strategic goals, rather than an

impartial assessment of humanitarian need.

Designed to have quick impact, and to convert

hearts and minds to the political cause, military-

delivered aid is also frequently more costly and fails

to take into account communities’ long-term needs.

Military involvement can also compromise the 

effective delivery of humanitarian aid by risking

unintended consequences

When troops dress as civilians and operate like aid

workers – as in Afghanistan – civilians have difficul-

ty distinguishing between military forces and 

civilian humanitarian agencies. This makes it 

difficult for humanitarian agencies to maintain 

their independence, and it potentially threatens the

security of aid workers and their effectiveness in

negotiating access to all those in need. However, in

extremely insecure conditions, military forces may

be the only groups who can operate, and thus they

have a responsibility to ensure that people receive

humanitarian aid. Even in such cases, civilian

humanitarian agencies should assume this 

responsibility as soon as conditions allow. 

Humanitarian law, humanitarian principles, humanitarian space

Recommendations
To provide impartial humanitarian aid based on human needs wherever it is needed, and to prevent 
neglected emergencies, Oxfam recommends that:

• Donor governments demonstrate that they are giving humanitarian aid based on need, not on politics.
They must commit to consistent and adequate funding for all mergencies, with a particular emphasis to 

fund neglected crises effectively. To guarantee this, they should extend ECHO’s system for identifying the

crises receiving inadequate attention, and set aside at least 10–20 per cent of funding for clearly identified

neglected emergencies with civilians at risk. 

• Donor governments must implement and move beyond the plan of action from the Stockholm Good
Donorship meeting in June 2003. They must go past ‘exploring possibilities’ to take concrete steps to 

establish a common definition of humanitarian aid, an agreed system of measuring need, and common 

and mandatory reporting mechanisms to determine the flow of aid in real-time. 

• Governments should support the proposal to develop an analysis of risk and need throughout the 
humanitarian assistance system as put forward by the UK’s Overseas Development Institute. These 

protection-based criteria, with long-term elements to identify baseline data on chronic emergencies, 

would fill an important gap, and allow donors to ensure their aid reaches those most in need. 
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4

Protecting those 
displaced by conflict:
reinforcing refugee rights

Leaving home in order to seek safety in another country is the last resort

when people are not protected in their own country. The Refugee 

Convention sets out the obligations of host states and the basic rights 

of all those with a well-founded fear of persecution.
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Asylum: worrying moves to restrict protection

There are some 13 million refugees and asylum

seekers worldwide.58 Of these, Africa hosts nearly

one quarter. The large number of refugees has

strained the limited resources of poorer countries,

and as a result, refugees often face impoverished

conditions and strained relations with host commu-

nities, who see them as competition for scarce

resources. Tolerance is running thin. In some coun-

tries, doors are closing, preventing people whose

lives are in danger from finding safety; in the worst

cases, people are being sent back into the danger

they have fled. 

It is in the West that the doors to asylum are being

closed most firmly. Despite the much lower number

of people seeking asylum in Western countries, it is

these wealthy countries that are at the forefront of

denying civilians their right to safety. Only five per

cent of asylum seekers ever reach Europe, yet

unfounded concerns about the increasing number

of claims for asylum serve to restrict protection still

further. This is the case despite the fact that the vast

majority of refugees are hosted in some of the poor-

est countries of the world. Considering the very

small percentage of refugees hosted by the West –

especially in proportion to population – this crack-

down is unjustified (see table 4.1).

The shift in policy can be seen particularly clearly

within the EU. Despite the reaffirmation of the 1951

Refugee Convention by the 1999 EU Tampere

Summit Conclusions, some member states have

continued to claim that the Refugee Convention 

is ‘out of date’ and needs reform to make it more

relevant to today’s environment. There is a strong

risk that such changes to the Convention would

undermine rather than strengthen international

refugee protection. 

In 1999, the EU Treaty of Amsterdam offered some

hope of reining in the negative trend of member

states introducing national asylum legislation at

odds with and successively harsher than that of

neighbouring states. The Treaty established a

timetable for cooperation and harmonisation of

member states’ asylum policies and the creation of a

Common European Asylum System founded upon-

the 1951 Refugee Convention. 

When a state’s responsibility to protect its citizens
fails and when international assistance to buttress
such protection does not reach those most in need,
civilians are sometimes forced to flee their homes
and often attempt to reach safety in another country.
However, the experience of people fleeing their
homeland and seeking asylum is fraught with 
difficulties, and most people uprooted by conflict or
persecution never manage to cross an international
border.

Most of those who do succeed rely upon the generosi-
ty of neighbouring host states whose capacity to meet
the needs of their own citizens is already stretched.
There is also no guarantee of safety for them in the
country of asylum. Whether in camps run by govern-

ments or by international agencies or housed within
the community, refugees are frequently deprived of
the basic necessities of life, face daily violence,
and live under the threat of being sent back into the
danger which they risked so much to flee from.

Even in wealthy and secure Western countries,
asylum seekers face hostility. They encounter barriers
to entry, deprivation of basic provisions and some-
times of their liberty as governments continue to
introduce ever harsher asylum legislation in order to
drive down the number of claims. This undermines
the global system of refugee protection. From Iran
and Tanzania to the United Kingdom and Australia,
refugee protection is in urgent need of reinforcement.

4. Protecting those displaced by conflict:
reinforcing refugee rights

International refugee law

The process of developing a body of international

law, conventions, and guidelines to protect those

fleeing their homeland began after World War I and

culminated in the Convention relating to the Status

of Refugees, approved by a special UN conference

on July 28, 1951. The Convention clearly spells out

who is a refugee, and the kind of legal protection,

other assistance, and social rights she or he should

receive from states party to the document. A refugee

is a person with a ‘well-founded fear of being perse-

cuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, mem-

bership of a particular social group or political opin-

ion ...’ (Convention Article 1A). This first instrument

was limited to protecting mainly European refugees

in the aftermath of World War II, but a 1967

Protocol expanded the scope of the Convention as

the problem of displacement spread around the

world. The original document also inspired regional

instruments, such as the 1969 Africa Refugee

Convention and the 1984 Latin American Cartagena

Declaration. A total of 143 states have acceded to one

or both of the UN instruments. 

Key refugee statistics

• In July 2003, there were 19.8m ‘people of 

concern’ to UNHCR, roughly one in every 300 

people in the world. This number included 

refugees, certain groups of IDPs, returnees, and 

in some situations, host populations.59

• At the end of 2002, of the 13m refugees and 

asylum seekers worldwide, of which 5.3 million 

were in the Middle East, 3 million in Africa, 2.1 

million in South and Central Asia, 875,900 in 

East Asia, 859,900 in Europe, and 756,500 in 

the Americas and Caribbean.60 

• The Gaza Strip has the highest number of 

refugees to the total population, with a ratio of 

1:2. The ratio for the UK is 1:760 and for the 

US 1:450.61

Australia: lowering 
refugee protection standards

Australia has traditionally been generous in reset-

tling recognised refugees. During the last decade,

however, and in particular since September 2001,

those entering the country without authorisation

have faced an increasingly punitive asylum regime.

It involves a range of measures including: mandato-

ry detention of asylum seekers arriving illegally;

extended powers to turn back boats entering

Australian waters with potential asylum seekers on

board; removing certain Australian territories from

the reach of its national immigration law; shifting

the processing of asylum claims to detention camps

on Papua New Guinea and Nauru (the so-called

‘Pacific Solution’); and tough rules denying perma-

nent protection in Australia to almost all refugees

who were in third countries prior to arrival.

The legality and impact of these policies have been

widely condemned by aid agencies, human rights

organisations, and religious leaders. Oxfam has

argued that excessive political concern over the

arrival of relatively small numbers of asylum 

seekers has undermined humanitarian protection,

damaged Australia’s international reputation, and

skewed the Government’s development priorities. 

The aggressive attempts by the Australian govern-

ment to export its approach to other countries are

also disturbing. In a global climate of fear about

security and terrorism, and growing hostility

towards asylum seekers and migrants, it appears

that the Australian approach has some resonance

with other governments, and is proving influential.

For example, in a move that mirrors the ‘Pacific

Solution’, a six-nation operation has been set up to

patrol the Mediterranean with warships to keep ille-

gal migrants out of Europe.
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Refugees’, asylum seekers arriving in Europe would

be removed to Transit Processing Centres outside

Europe to have their claim for asylum processed,

while Regional Protection Zones would be set up 

in major refugee producing areas of the world. 

The emphasis of the proposals has shifted 

continuously since the leak of the initial draft, but

they still remain vague, lacking any concrete plans

or detailed consideration of the practical protection

issues involved.

While these proposals rightly acknowledge the need

to boost protection in regions of origin, they could

present a serious threat to the protection of refugees

fleeing violence and persecution. Firstly, they could

further shift the global refugee caseload onto poor

host communities in less developed countries; 72

per cent of the world’s refugees are currently hosted

by developing countries. Secondly, they risk endan-

gering the lives and safety of refugees by failing to

guarantee adequate protection in the zones or cen-

tres. Thirdly, they could result in protracted neglect-

ed refugee situations – diverting humanitarian

attention from non-strategic refugee hosting areas,

and failing to provide durable solutions for those in

the zones or centres.

The UK government sought endorsement of its

‘New Vision’ from the EU and from UNHCR, but

received a negative response from many EU states

and consequently announced that it would drop the

Transit Processing Centre element. At the EU sum-

mit in Thessaloniki in June 2003, a number of

states also expressed concern about the Regional

Processing Zones. However a group of supportive

countries declared their intention to do further

research into the proposal, and to establish a pilot

zone within the next 12 months. 

Discrimination in the wake 
of the ‘war on terror’

Since September 11th, refugee and asylum policy

has become even more constrained; restrictions that

relate specifically to the ‘war on terror’ verge on dis-

crimination. While the 1951 Refugee Convention

explicitly excludes those who have violated human

rights or committed serious crimes including acts of

terrorism, governments are pushing at the bound-

aries of the law, based on suspicion alone.64 In the

UK, for instance, the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and

Security Act of 2001 allows the government, for

anti-terrorist reasons, to derogate from the European

Convention on Human Rights. This allows the

indefinite detention without legal process of foreign

nationals ‘suspected’, on the

basis of security and

police

However, as the final deadline of May 2004 for the

Common European Asylum System approaches, the

likelihood of a strong protection-centred harmonised

system looks remote. As member states prioritise

their national agendas in negotiations, progress has

been slow, characterised by a ‘race to the bottom’

and hollow harmonisation legislation. The emphasis

at the EU level has been on securing borders, 

rather than ensuring meaningful access. 

Early in 2003, the UK government put forward 

proposals which were designed to achieve a 

dramatic decrease in the number of asylum seekers

coming to Europe. Under this ‘New Vision for

Ratio of refugees to host country population in selected countries 

Host country Ratio of refugee population Number of refugees

to total population

Gaza Strip 1:2 879,000

Lebanon 1:11 409,000

Congo-Brazzaville 1:29 118,000

Iran 1:30 2,209,000

Yugoslavia 1:30 353,000

Guinea 1:46 182,000

Liberia 1:51 65,000

Tanzania 1:72 516,000

Pakistan 1:95 1,518,000

Saudi Arabia 1:98 245,000

Uganda 1:112 221,000

Sudan 1:114 287,000

Switzerland 1:165 44,200

Nepal 1:181 132,000

DRC 1:201 274,000

Thailand 1:228 336,000

Canada 1:399 78,400

United States 1:450 638,000

United Kingdom 1:760 79,200

Germany 1:788 104,000

Indonesia 1:7482 28,700

Russian Federation 1:8275 17,400

Japan 1:19538 6,500

Mexico 1:25500 4,000

The plight of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon

Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are facing complex

problems. The 12 official camps have the highest

percentage of Palestinians living in poverty. The

refugees have no social and civil rights and have

very limited access to the government’s public

health and educational facilities. After more than

half a century in exile, their situation remains 

precarious. They don’t have citizenship of any state.

They can’t work in many occupations – they are 

prohibited by law from working in more than 70

trades and professions. In some cases, they can’t

even repair their houses because they can’t import

building material into the camps. Restrictions on

building and reconstruction in the camps contribute

to the insecurity of Palestinians in Lebanon, forcing

them to live in buildings damaged or totally

destroyed during the civil war.63

Table: 4.1: Source: USCR (2003) World Refugee Survey 62
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something they had hoped to leave behind. In some

cases this is because the host states are themselves

in the throes of conflict or struggling to support

their own populations. In others it is because 

potential host governments are more explicitly turn-

ing their backs on their responsibilities to refugees

out of domestic concerns, and since September 11th,

use justifications around the ‘war on terror’. 

In Africa, the massive refugee influxes of the last

decade, caused by the political violence that has

engulfed much of the Great Lakes region, have pre-

sented new challenges as huge numbers of refugees

from Burundi, Rwanda, Sudan, Somalia, DCR,

Ethiopia, and other countries search for protection. 

These mass population movements are often 

sudden. Impoverished refugees descend upon 

communities, which are themselves struggling to

meet their own needs, and cannot therefore provide

for hundreds of thousands of extra people. Host

nations receiving refugees may themselves lack 

a legal and procedural framework within which 

to adequately protect the rights of the fleeing 

populations.

Even refugees living in recognised camps are often

forced to live in squalid conditions in insecure areas

with inadequate access to food, healthcare, and

other basic necessities. Refugees – as well as IDPs –

therefore may continue to be under threat. Attack,

sexual assault, deprivation of humanitarian assis-

tance, forced recruitment, and forced repatriation

are everyday occurrences in many of the places

where people have fled to seek protection. Camps

themselves can come under attack as part of the 

military or political tactics of host states or warring

parties. The irony is that legitimately seeking the

protection of asylum can sometimes expose people

to still more violence.

reports, of being ‘a threat to national security.’ This

imprecise formulation means that asylum seekers

may find themselves labeled as terrorists purely on

the basis of their political, ethnic, or religious associ-

ation. Similarly, in the USA, the ‘Uniting and

Strengthening America By Providing Appropriate

Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism

Act’ (usually known as the USA-PATRIOT Act)

expands the scope of security-related activity. 

It even allows for the detention and deportation of

non-citizens who provide lawful assistance to 

groups that are not officially designated as terrorist 

organizations.

Insecurity in asylum: where protection fails

Even those who manage to reach a country of 

asylum remain vulnerable. Having escaped from

immediate persecution or violence, refugees are 

frequently met with further insecurity – 

In the violence that followed the UN-sponsored ref-

erendum on East Timor’s independence in

September 1999, some 280,000 East Timorese

crossed the border to the Indonesian side of Timor

island. Some fled to escape violence, but many were

forced by armed militia to leave their homes and

cross the border. Living under the noses of militia in

rudimentary refugee camps throughout West

Timor, their limited access to appropriate and unbi-

ased information has meant that the process of

refugee return has been slow and painful. Most

refugees have managed to make their way home to

East Timor, but 30,000 others still remain behind.

Living alongside an equally poor local population in

West Timor, these East Timorese are once again,

faced with very difficult decisions. The government

of Indonesia will no longer tolerate refugees living

in camps and are telling them that they must move

– either to return immediately to East Timor or to

resettle elsewhere in Indonesia. The fact that the

refugees have chosen to stay in the camps despite

the poor conditions and in spite of the directive 

is indicative of the uncertainties associated with

leaving the camps.

Oxfam, in collaboration with a local partner, the

Centre for IDPs (CIS), and Jesuit Refugee Services,

organised a survey to find out what is blocking the

achievement of a durable solution, and to help these

refugees’ voices to be heard. 

Sico Zimenes, 21, and his family live in Naibonat

refugee camp. Sico’s family and their neighbours

were forced across the border into West Timor dur-

ing the violence and chaos around the referendum

in 1999. To support his family of seven, Sico walks

eight kilometres every day to a plot of land where he

has planted corn. But the long dry season this year

means that the harvest will meet their needs for

only a couple of months, especially since govern-

ment and UN food aid has been stopped. They want

to return to East Timor, but are afraid because they

hear it is not yet safe. There are rumours that

returned refugees are discriminated against and

have trouble getting work.

On the Indonesian side, the basic requirements for

local settlement options have yet to be met. There is

no infrastructure, basic services, or livelihoods

opportunities, nor acceptance by the local popula-

tion of the need to accommodate refugees so that

they can achieve a viable and secure standard of liv-

ing. There have been several cases of refugees aban-

doning settlement sites as a result of violent clashes

or friction with the local population. 

The lack of unbiased and appropriate information in

West Timor continues to pose obstacles for those

who wish to return. Many remain sceptical – even

fearful – of what lies in wait for them in East Timor.

Refugees vulnerable due to lack of information: the case of West Timor

Recommendations
To reinforce a strong system of international protection for asylum seekers, refugees, and IDPs, Oxfam 
recommends that the 1951 Refugee Convention and subsequent protocol be enhanced and upheld by:

• Ensuring that no civilian is forced to flee or repatriate to face the danger of violence, forced recruitment,
sexual assault, or a lack of humanitarian assistance. Donor governments and host governments must protect

the right to asylum and work together to provide durable solutions for refugees with guarantees that their

rights will be protected.

• Western governments making increased, sustained, and equitable investment in addressing the causes 
of forced migration. Proposals to invest in addressing root causes through poverty reduction, conflict 

prevention, and emergency responsiveness are welcomed. These initiatives should be pursued on a 

multilateral basis with the involvement of UNHCR. The EU and other donor states must ensure that these

efforts are not reserved for only those countries and regions that are currently the sources of large numbers

of asylum seekers. Humanitarian and development assistance should be targeted according to need, and not

contingent upon the domestic considerations of donor countries.

• Governments continuing to offer asylum to refugees who manage to arrive on their territory.
Resettlement schemes and other ‘regional solutions’ must in no way detract from the responsibility of states

to receive, host and process the claims of ‘spontaneously arriving’ asylum seekers on their territory. These

national and regional asylum systems must be humane, transparent and in line with international standards.

It is imperative that they are based on protection rather than deterrence of refugees.
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Conclusion: Reinforcing 
an international system to 
protect civilians in conflict

These Rwandan refugee children fled their country during the genocide 

in 1994. Ten years later, the international community still suffers from 

a lack of political determination to prevent atrocities against civilians.

Yet, when the international community has the political will, major steps

have been taken that have literally saved lives. It is time to channel this into

the systematic protection of civilians wherever there is need.
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Concrete measures must be taken now to redress

the damaging trends which have been set since

September 11th. Civilians under threat need: 

pressure to be put on all warring parties to adhere 

to international humanitarian law; a new system 

to be drawn up for assessing risk to civilians and to

provide a clear picture of humanitarian need to

guide effective response; mandatory reporting on

and analysis of protection of civilians in all political

communiqués concerning conflict zones; humani-

tarian assistance to be distributed on the basis 

of need; and the agreement of the international

community to a fair system of refugee protection

which adheres to the Refugee Convention. 

The challenge is great and it is not simply one 

for the warring parties. It is a challenge to all 

governments, all donors, and the United Nations as

a collective body. To ignore the challenge would be

to abandon the historic undertaking that was made

at the end of the second world war: that we, the peo-

ples, are committed to save succeeding generations

from the scourge of war. The international commu-

nity must fulfil this pledge, and pursue all possible

means to protect civilians from the worst ravages 

of conflict. 

The focus by governments on the threats of interna-

tional terrorism and weapons of mass destruction

since the events of September 11th  has resulted in

trends that have made civilians in conflict even

more vulnerable than before. Governments are 

failing to make the fullest efforts to protect civilians

caught in neglected conflicts. Donor governments

have diverted humanitarian aid to strategic coun-

tries. Governments have undermined the independ-

ence and impartiality of humanitarian aid. All these

measures threaten to erode the body of international

law and obligations that are the only foundations we

have to protect civilians across the world. Some of

these events and moves by governments have shak-

en the United Nations to the core. Questions have

been raised in many people’s minds: what is the

role of the United Nations? What is the point of 

acting through multilateral structures? 

Unfortunately, since 2001, the UN Security Council

has once more been overwhelmed by geo-political

events, rather than rising to the challenge. Some

trends have been deeply worrying. If governments

act unilaterally or in narrow coalitions, without the

support and sanction of the Security Council, they

not only undermine the legitimacy of their immedi-

ate actions, they also undermine the strength of 

the multilateral system, which is the only means of

organising concerted action against violence, coer-

cion, and deprivation. UN agencies have also been

undermined by cuts to their funding from donors. 

However, as this report shows, the world does need

multilateralism in order to address widespread

death and suffering. The leadership of the UN

Security Council is crucial. Despite the failures of

the Security Council to fulfil its vital mandate to

uphold ‘international peace and security’, it remains

the only body that can authorise actions, such as

Operation Artemis in the Democratic Republic of

Congo, that can be indispensable to save lives. 

Such interventions are desperately needed; they 

are practical proof of the existence of a committed

international community that seeks to protect 

civilians wherever they are threatened.

Equally vital are the many tools that the UN 

agencies have developed, through years of work 

on the ground responding to conflict. Led by Kofi

Annan, the current Secretary General, the UN 

has paid far more attention to the practicalities 

of protecting civilians in the past few years.  

These pragmatic steps are useful, but more work 

is needed to extend protection to all civilians 

caught in conflict. 

International humanitarian law sets universally

accepted standards for the protection of civilians in

armed conflict. Refugee law demands that civilians

who have fled for their lives are allowed to find pro-

tection in another country without fear of being sent

back. Like the UN Charter, these rules have been

painstakingly negotiated by governments in order 

to ensure respect for minimum standards for the

protection of the right to life with dignity, despite

conflict. Humanitarian principles – of distinction,

precaution, proportion, and impartiality – are set 

out in law to be respected in every crisis. These 

principles are only as strong as the commitment 

of all parties to enforce them and adhere to them.

Upholding international law in all conflicts, with the

rights of civilians, refugees, and displaced people at

the forefront, is critically important in order to set a

precedent where violations are no longer accepted. 

It is essential to support and enhance this multilat-

eral system. Any further moves must strengthen,

not undermine, these agreed rules and standards 

to protect civilians. 
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Summary of Recommendations

i ) To focus international action where it can do most to protect civilians,
Oxfam recommends that:

• The international community – led by the UN Security Council – must develop strategies to engage more 
consistently with seemingly intractable conflicts to help protect civilians in neglected crises. All possible tools

must be made available, including intense diplomacy, support for the negotiation of access for humanitarian

aid, and in extreme cases, the contribution of troops to UN-led peacekeeping missions with strong mandates

to protect civilians.

• Governments and warring parties must plan their military tactics to take all the precautions necessary 
to minimise civilian harm. They must respect the key guidelines of international human rights and humani-

tarian law, that all military action must preserve the immunity of civilians. No military strategy should be

based on the maximum use of force in situations where civilians are endangered. Any action must:

• Distinguish between civilians and military;

• Take precautions to minimise civilian harm;

• Only use proportionate force;

• Allow the impartial delivery of humanitarian aid.

• Governments should influence warring parties around the world to uphold their obligations under 
humanitarian law; and absolutely refrain from encouraging, tolerating, or arming allies committing abuses.

• Governments must not tolerate abuses by their allies in the ‘war on terror’ or in any other conflict situation.
In particular, the top five arms producers – USA, UK, France, Russia, and China – must not authorize trans-

fers of arms in situations where there is reasonable cause to believe that they will be used in violation of

humanitarian law or human rights law. They must rigorously enforce all Security Council embargoes. 

• Governments, the UN Security Council, the Peace and Security Council of the African Union, and the
European Union should implement new systematic procedures to assess what action may be required in any

given crisis to protect civilians from violence, deprivation, and coercion, and to work with others to carry out

necessary action. 

• Governments must at all times recognize and preserve the independent, impartial, and civilian character 
of humanitarian aid according to UNGA Resolution 46/182, 19 December 1991: ‘humanitarian assistance

must be provided in accordance with the principles of humanity, neutrality, and impartiality’.
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ii ) To provide impartial humanitarian aid based on human needs wherever it is needed,
and to prevent neglected emergencies, Oxfam recommends that:

• Donor governments demonstrate that they are giving humanitarian aid based on need, not on politics. They

must commit to consistent and adequate funding for all emergencies, with a particular emphasis to fund

neglected crises effectively. To guarantee this, they should extend ECHO’s system for identifying the crises

receiving inadequate attention, and set aside at least 10–20 per cent of funding for clearly identified neglect-

ed emergencies with civilians at risk. 

• Donor governments must implement and move beyond the plan of action from the Stockholm Good
Donorship meeting in June 2003. They must go past ‘exploring possibilities’ to take concrete steps to establish

a common definition of humanitarian aid, an agreed system of measuring need, and common and mandato-

ry reporting mechanisms to determine the flow of aid in real-time. 

• Governments should support the proposal to develop an analysis of risk and need throughout the humanitari-
an assistance system as put forward by the UK’s Overseas Development Institute. These protection-based cri-

teria, with long-term elements to identify baseline data on chronic emergencies, would fill an important gap ,

and allow donors to ensure their aid reaches those most in need. 

iii ) To reinforce a strong system of international protection for asylum seekers, refugees,
and IDPs, Oxfam recommends that the 1951 Refugee Convention and subsequent 
protocol be enhanced and upheld by:

• Ensuring that no civilian is forced to flee or repatriate to face the danger of violence, forced recruitment,
sexual assault, or a lack of humanitarian assistance. Donor governments and host governments must protect

the right to asylum and work together to provide durable solutions for refugees with guarantees that their

rights will be protected.

• Western governments making increased, sustained, and equitable investment in addressing the causes of
forced migration. Proposals to invest in addressing root causes through poverty reduction, conflict preven-

tion, and emergency responsiveness are welcomed. These initiatives should be pursued on a multilateral

basis with the involvement of UNHCR. The EU and other donor states must ensure that these efforts are not

reserved for only those countries and regions that are currently the sources of large numbers of asylum seek-

ers. Humanitarian and development assistance should be targeted according to need, and not contingent

upon the domestic considerations of donor countries.

Governments continuing to offer asylum to refugees who manage to arrive on their territory. Resettlement

schemes and other ‘regional solutions’ must in no way detract from the responsibility of states to receive,

host and process the claims of ‘spontaneously arriving’ asylum seekers on their territory. These national and

regional asylum systems must be humane, transparent and in line with international standards. It is impera-

tive that they are based on protection rather than deterrence of refugees. 
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